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ABOUT THIS REPORT

Reporting Standards
The Sustainability Report for 2016 (the Report) is based on the 

G4 Guidelines of GRI (Global Reporting Initiative), ISO 26000, 

and the UN Global Compact. The reporting standards and defi-

nitions of financial data are in accordance with the IFRS (Inter-

national Financial Reporting Standards).

Reporting Period 
This report contains quantitative performance data from January 

1st to December 31st, 2015, and also includes various activities and 

achievements of great importance that were performed in the first 

half of 2016. There were no significant changes in the reporting period 

for the Sustainability Report for 2016.

Reporting Scope
This report targets KEPCO’s performance for sustainable 

management. In regard to eco-friendliness in the supply 

chain (expenses for environmental investment, pollutants in 

air quality and water quality), and data on six GENCOs whose 

shares are 100% owned by KEPCO (Korea Hydro & Nuclear 

Power, Korea South-East Power, Korea Midland Power, Korea 

Western Power, Korea Southern Power, and Korea East-West 

Power) was reported.

Report Verification
Disclosed information was included after verification of the 

facts that were prepared by relevant departments. To secure 

credibility in the reporting content, the report was verified by 

the Korea Productivity Center, which is an independent assess-

ment institution. Assessment standards are included in the as-

sessment report. 

Interactive Guide

The 2016 Sustainability Report was produced in the Interactive PDF, 
guiding readers to a relevant page they wish to read. 

RE PAGE
A button that takes you to the page just before. 

NEXT PAGE
A button that takes you to the following page of 
the current page.

PREVIOUS PAGE
A button that takes you to the preceding page of 
the current page.

HOME
A button that takes you to the cover page.

CONTENTS
A button that takes you to the table of contents. 
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KEPCO aims to create 
Beyond the Top, 
Leading KEPCO through 
business transformation

CEO 
Message

Dear esteemed stakeholders,
I sincerely appreciate all our stakeholders’ continual support for KEPCO.

KEPCO strives to create a sustainable energy future for everyone by leading the new energy industry that 
responds to the new climate change regime while fulfilling our mission to stably supply the best quality 
electricity and improve the quality of our customer’s lives by continuing to implement the finest electric-
ity business that has been in operation for the last 118 years. 
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“KEPCO is establishing a new future with clean energy.”
The new energy industry has recently drawn more attention than ever, and a new market, technol-
ogy and industry have been being created with the acceleration of convergence between technol-
ogy and industry. The waves of such change and innovation require a conversion to a more clean 
and efficient future energy. KEPCO is building an eco-friendly electricity environment by taking the 
lead in the technological development and commercialization of new energy businesses such as 
the establishment of the ESS (Energy Storage System) for matching the world’s largest frequen-
cy, 236MW; the fostering of eco-friendly energy-independent islands including Ulleungdo; and the 
expansion of the charging infrastructure for electric vehicles to 3,660 chargers by 2018. Moreover, 
KEPCO conducts 37 projects in 22 countries such as the Middle East, North, Central America and 
Africa, which presently includes the UAE Nuclear Power Plant, and is diversifying business models 
not only in the traditional areas of thermal and nuclear power but also in renewable energy and 
new energy business exports. We aim to build a global KEPCO belt that connects all continents in 
the mid-to-long-term through these achievements. 

“KEPCO is creating an Energy World where values are shared by everyone.”
Since the KEPCO HQ changed its location to Naju in December, 2014, KEPCO has been successful-
ly carrying out the “Bitgaram Energy Valley” project to turn the Gwangju Jeonnam Region into a 
hub for the electric power energy industry. With an aim to attract 500 energy-related companies 
by 2020, agreements for investment in the Energy Valley have been concluded with 133 com-
panies, as of June 2016, and we are building “Bitgaram Energy Valley” into a coexistence role 
model that shares values with local communities, for example, the expansion of localized R&D 
investment through industry-university-research collaboration. Through operating an export 
guarantee system for SMEs, KEPCO runs various programs for mutual growth with SMEs includ-
ing helping to locate an overseas market, enhancing joint R&D and boosting technology capa-
bilities. In addition, the world’s first international exposition for new electric power technology, 
‘BIXPO 2015,’ was successfully held last year attracting about 30,000 visitors and ‘BIXPO 2016’ is 
scheduled for this November. 

With the new slogan of ‘Beyond the Top, Leading KEPCO’, KEPCO aims to be a future-oriented 
leader in the new energy environment beyond the world’s No.1 electric utility. KEPCO will im-
plement sustainable development by leading the global energy market with a leap in innovation 
beyond ourselves. 

I appreciate your continual support for KEPCO as we work together for a better, eco-friendlier 
tomorrow. 
Thank you.

KEPCO CEO & President Cho Hwan-Eik

“KEPCO has become the No.1 Global Electric Utility.”
KEPCO was listed as the world’s No.1 Electric Utility in the Forbes Global 2000 published in May, 
2016 for the first time in its history. Moreover, its stock price has experienced a steady rise since 
the renewal of the highest price in July 2015 and we received the highest credit rating among 
global electric utilities by the world’s three credit rating agencies, Moody’s, S&P and Fitch. This is 
incredibly important as the world not only recognises our stable electricity supply and our effi-
cient management performances, but also the sustainable future value of KEPCO.  
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KEPCO 
Highlights

Rated AA by Three 
Credit Rating Agencies 

(Highest Credit Rate among 
Global Electric Utilities)

Thanks to KEPCO’s highly intensive 
efforts to improve financial soundness and 
enterprise value which includes a market 

capital increase of KRW 4.7 trillion, 
KEPCO received the highest rating of 

Aa2, AA- and AA- among global 
electric powers from the world’s 

three major credit rating 
companies, Moody’s, S&P 

and Fitch, respectively. 

AA

No.1 Electric Utility & 
Global 100 

Companies of Forbes 
Global 2000

Asia’s first electric power company and 
Korea’s first public enterprise 

listed as the world’s No.1 
Electric Power corporation in Forbes 
Global 2000 published in May 2016. No.1

World’s First Electric 
Power Technology 

Exposition, BIXPO 2015

Bitgaram International Exposition of 
the Electric Power Technology (BIXPO) 
was held for the first time in the world 

in October 2015 and offered a place for 
exchanging new technologies in 
electric power for about 30,000 

visitors including 600 experts 
from 40 countries. 

BIXPO
2015

No. 1 in the 
Electricity Supply 

Sector of World Bank’s 
Business Environment 

Survey for Two 
Consecutive Years

KEPCO has reached the top for two years 
in a row in the world electricity supply 

sector of the Business Environment 
Survey by the World Bank with its 

high quality electricity supply at the 
world’s highest level such as 

10.26 minutes of SAID and 
3.60% of T&D loss rate. 

No.1
in 2014 and 2015
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Field Test of World’s 
Largest Transfer Capacity 

of 154kV 600MVA SC 
(superconductivity) Cable

In March 2016, the field test of the world’s 
largest transfer capacity of the SC cable 

system connected to a power system 
was initiated in Hallim-eup, Jeju, and it 

is scheduled to be carried out for seven 
months by connecting 1km to the real 

power system between Geumag 
power conversion station 

and Hallim substation.

154 kV

600MVA

Established the World’s 
Largest ESS of 236 MW 

for Frequency Regulation

KEPCO now possesses and operates a 
total of 236MW ESS for frequency 

regulation by establishing an additional 
184MW including 48MW of Gyeongsan 

substation to the world’s largest 
ESS of 52MW for frequency 

regulation in 2014. 

236MW

Record-High Stock 
Price of KRW 63,000  

(based on the closing 
price of May 30th, 2016) 

In recognition of KEPCO’s record-high 
financial performance through the 

improvement of the financial structure, 
KEPCO’s stock price recorded the new 

highest price of KRW 63,000 in May
2016 with a continuous increase 

after the highest price in July 
2015 since its listing on the 

stock market. 

KRW 63,000

Investment of 
KRW 3.8 trillion in 

New Energy Businesses 

For the new energy business sector in 
2016, plans have been made to invest 

KRW 3.8 trillion, which is an increase of 
KRW 2.9 trillion compared to the 

performance of the previous year, 
in response to the new market 

environment such as the acceleration 
of technology-industry convergence 

and the new climate change 
regime, and the vitalization of 

the new energy industry. 

KRW3.8        trillion
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History

1897~1989 1994~2004 2005~2012 2013~2016

1897 

1898 
1944 
1961 

1978 
1982 
1989 

Lit the first electric lamp in Korea 
(Geoncheongung in Gyeongbokgung)
Founded the Hansung Electric Company 
Completed the Supung Hydroelectric Power Plant 
Korea Electric Company was established 
(after the integration of the Chosun Electricity Control Decree, 
Gyeongsung Electric Company and Namsun Electric Company) 
Completed the nation’s first Kori Nuclear Unit 
Renamed the Korea Electric Power Corporation 
Listed on the Korea Exchange
(Offering for government-issued stock) 

1994 
1995 

1997
1998 

2001 
2002 

2004 

Listed on the New York Exchange
Won its first overseas generation project 
(Malaya Thermal Power Plant in the Philippines) 
Completed the Jeju-Haenam submarine transmission line (101km) 
Celebrated the company’s 100th anniversary, 
Completed Ulchin Units 3, the first Korean Standard
Nuclear Power Plant 
Spun off six generation subsidiaries for the generation sector 
Commercial operation of the 765kV 
transmission lines for the first time in Asia 
Created KEPCO Social Service Team

2005

2006 
2009
2010

2012

Completed voltage upgrade to 220V for distribution 
Started power supply to the Kaeseong Industrial Complex 
Published the first Sustainability Report 
Joined the UN Global Compact for the first time 
among Korean companies 
Won the Edison Award 
Won its first nuclear power plant project(UAE) 
Established KEPCO 119 Disaster Rescue Squad
Began support for social enterprises
Completed Jeju Smart Grid Pilot Project

2013
2014 

2015
2016

Held the Daegu WEC (World Energy Congress)
Moved the headquarters building
 (Gwangju/Jeonnam Bitgaram Innovation City) 
Installed the UAE Unit 1 nuclear reactor 
Held‘BIXPO 2015,’ the worlds first international exposition of 
electric power technology
Ranked No. 1 in Electric Power & Listed on Global 100 
Companies in Forbes Global 2000

KEPCO
Profile
 

Current Status

 Company Name Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO)
 Established on January 26th, 1898
 Listed on  Korea Exchange (1989, KRX), New York Stock 

Exchange (1994, NYSE)

KRW 175 trillion
(based on consolidated financial statement)

KRW 59 trillion 
(based on consolidated financial statement)

20,196

483,655 GWh

Korea Development Bank 
(KDB)(32.90%)

Foreigners
(31.32%)

Others (10.51%)

National Pension 
Service(7.07%)

Government 
(18.20%)

Composition of 
Shareholders

Total Assets

Sales

Amount of 
Electricity 
Sales

Number of 
Employees 

Overseas business

Structure of Korean Power Industry

Thermal power 
generation subsidiaries 
· Korea South-East Power Co., Ltd. 
· Korea Midland Power Co., Ltd. 
· Korea Western Power Co., Ltd. 
· Korea Southern Power Co., Ltd. 
· Korea East-West Power Co., Ltd. 

Hydro and nuclear 
power generation subsidiary 
· Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co., Ltd.

KEPCO group companies 
· KEPCO Engineering & Construction Company Inc. 
· KEPCO Plant Service & Engineering Co., Ltd. 
· KEPCO Nuclear Fuel Co., Ltd. 
· KEPCO Knowledge Data Network Co., Ltd.

Independent
power producers

Electricity Sales & Customer 
Service

Community 
energy suppliers

Transmission Transformation DistributionKorea 
Power 

Exchanger
Customers
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Establishment 
objective

Core value

Business 
strategy

Vision

To support stability in the electricity supply and demand 
and contribute to the development of the national economy

Smart Energy Creator, 
KEPCO

Value System 
As we have started a new era in Bitgaram since moving to our headquarters in December 2014, KEPCO has set 
a new vision to become a ‘Smart Energy Creator, KEPCO’ with customers, management, all employees, and ex-
ternal experts to present a blueprint for the next century. In the future, KEPCO will create a better tomorrow as a 
company creating Smart Energy, not just simple electricity for customers.

1897~1989 1994~2004 2005~2012 2013~2016

1897 

1898 
1944 
1961 

1978 
1982 
1989 

Lit the first electric lamp in Korea 
(Geoncheongung in Gyeongbokgung)
Founded the Hansung Electric Company 
Completed the Supung Hydroelectric Power Plant 
Korea Electric Company was established 
(after the integration of the Chosun Electricity Control Decree, 
Gyeongsung Electric Company and Namsun Electric Company) 
Completed the nation’s first Kori Nuclear Unit 
Renamed the Korea Electric Power Corporation 
Listed on the Korea Exchange
(Offering for government-issued stock) 

1994 
1995 

1997
1998 

2001 
2002 

2004 

Listed on the New York Exchange
Won its first overseas generation project 
(Malaya Thermal Power Plant in the Philippines) 
Completed the Jeju-Haenam submarine transmission line (101km) 
Celebrated the company’s 100th anniversary, 
Completed Ulchin Units 3, the first Korean Standard
Nuclear Power Plant 
Spun off six generation subsidiaries for the generation sector 
Commercial operation of the 765kV 
transmission lines for the first time in Asia 
Created KEPCO Social Service Team

2005

2006 
2009
2010

2012

Completed voltage upgrade to 220V for distribution 
Started power supply to the Kaeseong Industrial Complex 
Published the first Sustainability Report 
Joined the UN Global Compact for the first time 
among Korean companies 
Won the Edison Award 
Won its first nuclear power plant project(UAE) 
Established KEPCO 119 Disaster Rescue Squad
Began support for social enterprises
Completed Jeju Smart Grid Pilot Project

2013
2014 

2015
2016

Held the Daegu WEC (World Energy Congress)
Moved the headquarters building
 (Gwangju/Jeonnam Bitgaram Innovation City) 
Installed the UAE Unit 1 nuclear reactor 
Held‘BIXPO 2015,’ the worlds first international exposition of 
electric power technology
Ranked No. 1 in Electric Power & Listed on Global 100 
Companies in Forbes Global 2000

Future-
oriented

Future

Challenge and 
innovation

Innovation

Respecting 
customers

Respect

Social 
responsibility

Social resp.

Communication 
and harmony

Together

Enhancing 
Domestic Business 

Capability

Enpanding Sales of 
Growing 
Business

Securing Foun-
dation for Future 

Development

Establishing 
Sustainable 

Management
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KEPCO was listed as the top electric utility in the world and part of the global 100 companies in Forbes Global 2000 
published in May, 2016. This is the first time we have achieved the world’s No. 1 among Asian electric utilities and 
to be listed on Global 100 among Korea’s public companies by business type, confirms the status of KEPCO as the 

representative state-owned company. 
KEPCO is the only electric power company listed on the Global 100 Companies throughout the world in 2016 and 

Samsung Electronics and KEPCO are the only Korean companies that entered the top 100. 

2016 「Forbes Global 2000」 

World’s No.1 Electric Utility & 
Global 100 Companies

The released ranking served as the momentum for KEPCO to be recognized as the world’s best electric utility. It 
is a valuable outcome, thanks to the continual support of customers at home and abroad and the trust of all our 
stakeholders including business partners. We will build on our status as an “integrated operator of the energy en-
vironment” by leading the new energy market beyond the best in the world. KEPCO will take the lead in creating a 
clean and energy efficient world of which everyone dreams.

※ ‘Forbes Global 2000’ is an annual ranking list of global companies, assessing four items of sales, assets, revenue, and market values, 
published by an American business magazine, Forbes, every May.

First Asian 
Electric Utility

Ranked as the NO.1
Global Electric Power

First Time in 
KEPCO History

Global 100 Companies, 
No. 1 Electric Power

First Public 
Enterprise in Korea

Selected in Global 100 
Companies

Triple st
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Rise in Innovation  
for a Sustainable Future  
KEPCO will explore the future and 
accomplish innovation for sustainable growth. 
Our ceaseless endeavors with smart energy technologies 
will create future values and position KEPCO as 
a pioneer in the global energy industry.

Sustainable Management

Strategies for Sustainable Management 10
Governance Structur 12
Ethical Management 14
Main Risk 16
Stakeholder Communication & Engagement 18
Materiality Assessment 20



Strategic direction Strategic task

 Stabilizing the supply and demand of electricity

 Creating new future growth engines

 Expanding green management

 Coping with climate change

 Improving customer value

 Realizing sharing and mutual growth

 Securing the best of future-oriented and 
   talented people

 Creating safe and happy workplaces

Mid and Long-term Goals for Sustainable Management

KEPCO set four major strategic directions and eight tasks under the sustainable management vision of ‘Creative 
Energy Leader for Sustainable Future Values’. The company has developed a sustainable management system by 
drawing core issues for each task to analyze the crises and opportunities and present core performances and short 
and long-term goals. After considering the level of urgency, importance, and influence for each sustainable man-
agement strategic task, we will draft a mid-to-long-term plan for sustainable management to realize sustainable 
value with our customers, local communities and executives and employees.

Creative Energy Leader
for Sustainable Future Values

Strategies for Sustainable Management

01

02

03

04

Realizing 
eco-friendly 

energy

Creating 
economic 

value

Reinforcing 
partnership 
with stake-

holders

Pursuing a 
human-ori-
ented work-

place
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Organization for 
Implementing Sustainable 
Management 

Since 2005, KEPCO has operated an organization for the Corporate Sustainability Management (CSM) to perform 
sustainable management in a systematic manner and the Strategic Planning Department of Corporate Planning 
Division manages overall tasks related to sustainable management.

Performance index Goal for 
2015 

Performance 
for 2015

Achievement 
Rate (%)

Goal for 
2016

Mid & Long-Term 
Goal (2020)  KRW 4.9 trillion

Overseas sales

43 cases 
Securing core strategic 

technology 

2,203 persons
Future-oriented HR Pool

Load rate (%) 75.8 76.5 101 75.9 Over 76.1

Amount of peak reduction (10,000  kW) 70 Not Implemented 1) - 100 1002)

Overseas sales (in trillions of KRW) 4.8 4.9 102 4.7 20 (2025)

Securing core strategic technology
(case, total) 43 43 100 54 105

Future-oriented HR Pool (person) 2,100 2,203 105 Over 10% of all 
employees

Over 10% of all 
employees

Distribution underground lines (%) 16.4 16.69 102 16.9 Over 21 (2022) 16.69 %
Distribution of underground lines

3.60 %
T&D loss rate

KRW 3.8 trillion 
Expenses for environmental 

investment

T&D loss rate (%) Below 3.7 3.60 103 Below 3.7 Below 3.7

Expense for environmental investment 
(in 100 millions of KRW) 40,000 38,391 96 40,500 45,000

Amount of GHG emissions (1,000 tons CO2e) 1,590 1,309 121 1,610 1,610

Customer satisfaction (score) 98.8 90.6 94 91.5 94.4 10.26 minutes
Power cut time

16.5 hours 
Hours of voluntary 

work per person 

70.4 %
Ratio of purchasing SME products

Power cut time (minute) 10.53 10.26 103 9.90 7.91 
Hours of voluntary work per person (hr./person) 16.5 16.5 100 17 20
Number of voluntary work (number) 12,000 12,160 101 12,205 13,000
Support for eye-opening surgery (person) 100 153 153 100 Total  1,004 (2021)
Ratio of purchasing SME products (%) 70.0 70.4 101 70.5 Over 71  
Export performance of overseas market 
development for SMEs (USD 10,000) 30,282 31,584 104 31,837 38,000 

Hours for training and education 
(hr./person)

95 93 98 95 100 93 hours 
Hours for training and 
education per person

24.7 %
Ratio of female recruitment

79.0 scores
Employee satisfaction level

Ratio of female recruitment (%) Over 20 24.7 124 Over 20 Over 20

Number of workers hurt in safety 
accidents (person)

Below 120 98 122 Below 108 Below 70

Employee satisfaction level (score) 74.2 79.0 106 79.5 80

Board of 
Directors (BOD)

CEO

Setting Direction

Strategic Planning 
Department of Corporate 

Planning Division

Overall Planning

Departments & Offices at 
HQ and Business Offices

Implementation

1) No peak shaving in 2015, as a result of there being no implementation of demand management due to the stabilized supply and demand status
2) Integration of the demand management system for the ‘demand resource market’, maintain 1 million kW of the demand management system in case of an emergency
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Operating Performance of 
Board of Directors in 2015

Composition of the 
Board of Directors

Procedure for the 
Appointment of Directors

To secure transparency in corporate management through independent decision making, the majority of KEPCO’s 
directors are non-executive employees. The Board of Directors is composed of seven executive directors (standing) 
including the CEO and eight non-executive directors (non-standing). The Chief Director is appointed among non-ex-
ecutive directors to collect opinions on the overall management in a fair manner. Non-executive directors are ap-
pointed from among a collection of experts in the finance, labor, mutual growth and energy sectors and they con-
tribute to the improvement of the level of sustainable management through management proposals and advice. 

The appointment procedure is specified in the Act on the Operation of Public Organizations and the Articles of As-
sociation. When appointing the CEO, KEPCO receives applications for the candidate. The CEO is then recom-mend-
ed by the Nomination Committee, consisting of non-executive directors and non-government members, request-
ed by the Minister of Trade, Industry, and Energy, and finally appointed by the President for a three-year term. An 
executive director is appointed by the CEO after the resolution of the shareholders’ meeting for a two-year term. 
The Standing Commissioner is recommended by the Nomination Committee, approved by the Steering Commit-
tee, requested by the Minister of Strategy and Finance, and appointed by the President.
Non-executive directors also serve a two-year term and are recommended by the Nomination Committee, ap-
proved by the Steering Committee, and appointed by the Minister of Strategy and Finance. To ensure diversity 
and proper representation by the BOD members, we are diversifying the scope of institutions that recommend 
candidates for external directors by asking the Minister of Gender Equality and Family to recommend candidates 
for the role of female executives. The company reinforces the independence of the committee by excluding the 
participation of standing directors in the Nomination Committee. KEPCO operates the detailed standards for can-
didates detailed in the operation regulations of the committee to ensure professionalism, which includes a com-
plete understanding of the power industry and extensive experience in management.

CEO

Cho 
Hwan-eik

Standing 
Commissioner

Lee 
Sung-han

Executive Vice 
President of 
Domestic 

Operations

Kim 
Si-ho

Executive Vice 
President of 

Overseas 
Operations

Lyu 
Hyang-ryeol

Chief Strategy 
Officer

Hyun 
Sang-kwon

Chief 
Technology 

Officer 

Park 
Sung-chul

Chief 
Electricity Grid 

Officer

Chang 
Jae-won

Ahn 
Choong-young

Mutual 
Growth/Chief

Lee 
Kang-hee

Labor and 
Environment

Cho 
Jeon-hyeok

Accounting
(Audit)

Choi 
Ki-ryun

Energy
(Economy)

Sung 
Tae-hyun

Energy
(Superconductivity)

Koo 
Ja-yoon

Energy
(HVDC)

Kim 
Ju-suen

Legal

Kim 
Ji-hong

Economy, 
Management

(as of June 2016)

Standing 
Directors 
(Executive 
Directors) 

Non-standing 
Directors 

(Non-executive 
Directors) 

Governance Structure

Number of BOD meetings 13
Preliminary Deliberation Rate 92.9 %
Resolutions 42 cases

Revised Resolution Rate 0 %
Participation Rate of BOD meeting 94.6 %
Participation Rate of Non-executive directors 97.9 %
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Operation of Board of 
Directors

Assessment and Reward

Vitalization of BOD

The Board of Directors deliberates on important decision-making matters such as management goals and budget 
in accordance with the Articles of Incorporation and the BOD regulations. A director who has a special interest with 
a regulation is not allowed to vote on that particular resolution. The minutes written after the con-clusion of the 
BOD are disclosed to stakeholders via postings on KEPCO’s website except for special elements such as confiden-
tial business information.

The CEO signs a pact with the Minister of Trade, Industry, and Energy with respect to management objectives during his or 
her tenure. The progress that is made with regard to this pact is reviewed by the Performance Appraisal Board for Public 
Corporations. Standing directors sign a management contract with the CEO for management goals to be achieved and 
receive incentives based on their performance. The reappointment of non-standing directors depends on the result of the 
performance assessment. The directors’ remuneration is decided within the range approved at the general shareholders’ 
meeting, and non-executive directors receive expenses for their work in accordance with the internal regulations.

In order to vitalize the activities of the BOD, KEPCO has prepared various systems such as a self-assessment system 
for the operational performance of the BOD, the publication of a monthly brief to distribute management infor-
mation, and workshops to reinforce the professionalism of newly appointed non-standing directors. Moreover, 
we have organized the Nomination Committee and Audit committee in the BOD to reinforce the deliberation and 
guarantee management engagement by non-standing directors.

Composition

Composition of Subcommittees in the Board of Directors

Support Management Activities of Non-Standing Directors

2015 ESG 
Assessment Result
Korea’s Best Company
Environment, Social and 
Governance (ESG) Comprehensive 
Assessment (Sustinvest) 

Name Members Role Performance in 2015

Audit Committee 2 non-standing and 1 
standing directors

Audit 
investigation

Held 7 times, 81% participation rate, 15 cases 
for resolutions and 12 cases for reports

Nomination Committee Overall majority of 
non-standing directors

Executive 
recommendation

Held once, 100% participation rate, recom-
mended non-standing director candidates

Professional
Committee

Management 3 non-standing directors Prior deliberation Held 12 times, 100% participation rate, 
34 cases for deliberation

Overseas 2 non-standing directors Held 4 times, 100% participation rate, 
4 cases for deliberation

BOD
(Board of 
Directors)

Professional Committee

Nomination Committee

Audit CommitteeExecutive 
Meeting

Non-standing 
Director Meeting

Management 
Meeting

Providing timely management 
information

Providing a monthly brief and mailing service for the daily management 
information

Holding a workshop for newly appointed 
non-standing directors

Sharing the current issues of the company such as bills, 
electricity transactions, and overseas business

Assisting management-by-conducting 
tours

Visiting the UAE nuclear power plant construction site and thermal power 
plants of Jordan, China and the Philippines 

Management briefing by the CEO Explaining the major management situation by the CEO at the BOD
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Ethical Management 
Implementation Strategy

Ethical Management 
Implementation System

Tailored Integrity & 
Ethics Education

‘To realize KEPCO as a trusted company of the people with integrity’ through the establishment of a strategy for 
ethical management, KEPCO strives to become a global ethical company by creating an ethical environment that 
prevents corruption and reinforces activities for controlling corruption practices.

In July 2012, KEPCO established the Code of Conduct for Suppliers which incorporates the ten principles of the UN 
Global Compact and OECD and ILO labor and environment guidelines for the first time among public institutions. In 
connection with the electronic bidding system, we reflected the Code of Conduct for Suppliers (14,235 companies) in 
the conditions for bidding. For compliance with ethical standards, special anti-corruption measures were also estab-
lished and the ‘knock-down scheme’ for those practicing corruption was implemented with a ‘clean HR reform’ for 
management in relation to probable irrationalities. Moreover, KEPCO is the first public company that carried out the 
‘real name disclosure of person practiced corruption’ and fosters the environment where ethical management is imple-
mented. This allows all executives and employees to take the lead in helping to slow down the integrity philosophy by 
reinforcing the standards for disciplinary measures on any person who is active but did not execute the action. 

KEPCO strives to become a clean and 
transparent company with the 
establishment of the Code of Ethics.

Code of 
Ethics for KEP-
CO Employees

Code of 
Conduct for 

Executives and 
Employees

Guideline for 
Practice by 

Executives and 
Employees

10 Major Princi-
ples for Ethical 

Practice

Regulations 
for Operation 
of Contract for 
Job Integrity by 

Executives

Code of 
Conduct for 
Suppliers

Various educational programs are under development for the voluntary participation of all executives and employ-
ees and external partner companies. The special education of the standing audit directors and the chief director 
was implemented 15 times for the management and high-ranking posts, and five anti-corruption expert instructors 
qualified by 294 ethical practice leaders and the ACRC are assigned. KEPCO implements the dissemination of an-
ti-corruption training and ‘outreach anti-corruption training’ for 252 business offices across the nation through these 
efforts to raise integrity awareness and carry out preventive ethical activities.

Detailed Guideline (12)

Ethical Regulations

Performance for Operation of Integrity Education

Category Title of Education Recipient Number of People
Special education Integrity education for standing 

audit directors & chief auditor 
High-ranking officials including the 
management, all employees at headquarters

248

On-site education Outreach integrity education for 
business sites

All employees at business sites 10,890

HR Development Center Integrity education for employees 
for job education

Employees subject to HR Development 
Center training

2,032

Anti-corruption Training Institute (ACRC) ACRC anti-corruption training Executives and staff in charge of integrity 9
Cyber Training Self-cyber integrity training Partner companies 104

Vision Realizing a trusted and respected KEPCO with integrity
Mid and long-term 
strategies

Elaboration of the ethical 
management system

Establishment of strict public 
corporation discipline 

Reinforcement of the
corruption control effort

Settlement of the glob-
al best ethical culture

Implemented 
tasks

Ethical culture settlement
· activate integrity training
· operate integrity 

agreements

Control corrupt practice in advance
· reinforce ethical 

responsibility 
· reshuffling of human resources 

on the job with probable 
irrationalities 

Vitalize anti-corruption 
system improvement
· improve the system in 

weak areas
· provide incentives

Highest integrity level
· test level of integrity
· enhance feedback 

activities

Exchange 
activities

Anti-Corruption & Civil Rights Commission (ACRC): survey for integrity of public institutions 1/yr., 
evaluation of anti-corruption policy 1/yr.
KEPCO: self-survey for integrity 2/yrs., diagnosis for level of ethical management 1/yr.

Ethical manage-
ment organization

Participation of high-rank-
ing posts in integrity T/F 

Internal inspection body Responsible personnel for code of conduct and 
leader of ethical practices

Ethical Management

▪No briberies including money and 
valuables 

▪No collusion and illegal subcontracting 
▪No solicitation 
▪Mandatory ethical training of employees

Ethical Standard

▪Compliance with tax and labor 
 regulations 
▪Providing legal labor 
▪No child labor 
▪No discrimination based on race or gender

Social Standard

▪Compliance with environmental and 
safety regulations 

▪Distribution of eco-friendly technology 
▪Providing a safe work environment 
▪Realizing environment-focused 
 management

Environmental Standard

Ethics Brand: Clean KEPCO Family
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Dissemination of the 
Integrity Culture

Operation of the Tailored 
Multi-Channel Reporting 
System

Operation of the 
Complaint Processing 
System

Channel for Reporting Irrational Cases

In order to improve the internal integrity awareness of all employees, KEPCO established the ten major principles for 
the Code of Ethics to develop a campaign for the internalization of ethics in addition to ‘anti-corruption training. All 
executives and employees shared the same commitment to root out corruption through contracts for job integrity 
and we inspired the integrity awareness for those above the head of the branch office through the voluntary regis-
tration of property of high-ranking posts. For outside of the company, KEPCO was committed to the ethical manage-
ment with partner companies through the Code of Conduct for suppliers and focuses on the dissemination of the 
integrity culture such as operating the integrity partner institute to share the excellent integrity system. 

KEPCO operates various channels for reporting on corruption cases such as autonomous reporting, irrational cases, 
and the on-site report center. To protect the identities of people who report unfair and illegal cases, the company 
consigned to the Anonymity Report System in May 2014. The system is available 24 hours a day via smartphone, and 
sends reports to an external institution to support the reporting of such cases.

KEPCO integrated various channels including the Internet for reporting complaints into the in-house reporting 
system called Sinmungo. The company received 2,943 cases in 2015 and processed 98.8% of the cases within 
seven business days, the standard processing period. The complaint processing system is operated transparently 
and reasonably through the independent review of the handling results by KEPCO ombudsmen, consisting of 
non-executive directors.

Program Main Content

Integrity contract for jobs by executives Integrity contract of executives including the CEO and standing audit directors 
(12 persons)

Ethical Pledge for each phase of the lifecycle All executives and employees (20,195 persons)
Integrity agreement with suppliers Signing an integrity agreement for suppliers in the company (873 companies)
Pledge for the Code of Conduct for supplies Partner companies concluding a contract with KEPCO (14,235 companies)
Integrity and ethics festival Above level 2 branch office head (390 persons)
Ethical Consultation center, Discussion forum Participation in consultation of the ethical dilemma and discussion (13,679 cases)

Integrity problem, Self-diagnosis for ethics Five areas including morality problem and self-diagnosis for corruption 
(annual accumulation of 212,891 persons)

Operation of integrity partner institute Share best cases of KOMSCO, Citibank and KOEM (6 times)

Category
Number of reported cases Disclosing the 

identity
Reporting 
method Notes

2014 2015

Internal/Autonomous report 3 5 Real name/Anonymity Online Intranet

Irrational Case Report Center 112 72 Anonymity Online External website

On-site Report Center 14 - Anonymity Postcard for report Providing the 
enclosed postcard

Anonymity Report System 31 95 Anonymity Online External consignment

Number of Processed  (Unit : case) Rate of Timely Process Complaints (Unit : %)

2013

3,230

2014

2,818

2015

2,943

2013

98.3

2014

98.3

2015

98.7
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Disaster

▪Short electricity 
supply due to dramatic 
increase in demand 

▪Electricity supply inter-
ruption due to disasters 
and catastrophes  

▪Electricity supply 
interruption due to 
breakdown in the 
electricity grid 

▪Electricity supply inter-
ruption due to cyber 
terror attacks 

▪Epidemic crisis

Management Risk

▪Deteriorating annual 
profit performance

PR

▪PR due to a crisis in 
 the electricity sector 

▪Damaging the corpo-
rate image due to a 

 massive corruption 
 incident related to 

executives and 
 employees

Conflict

Risk Management 
System

KEPCO designates and manages departments in charge for ten risk types in four sectors (management risk, disas-
ter, promotion, and conflict) to prevent any risks to management in advance. The departments in charge prevent 
and prepare for any risks and detect the warning signs by enacting and managing a risk management manual for 
each risk type and take measures based on the organizational system and procedures for recognizing any risks.

Composition of 
Emergency Response 
Organization

The level of crisis is divided into four stages: Attention, Caution, Alert, and Serious. At the Attention level, the de-
partments in charge detect the warning signs for an impending crisis. At the Caution level, the departments in 
charge check the cooperative system through communicating about the situation with overall supervising depart-
ments, relevant departments, and relevant institutions. At the Alert level, the company establishes measures and 
checks on the plan for the appropriate response. Crisis Response Headquarters is being operated and carries out 
activities for crisis response at the Serious level.

Spread

Collaboration

Report

Cooperation

Category

Risk Type

Chair: CEO
Members: executives in charge of crisis 
management, executives of department 
exclusive to crisis management 
Assistant Administrator: head of general 
administration department

HQ Director: Vice President
HQ Staff: executives of department 
exclusive to crisis management
Assistant Administrator: head of depart-
ment exclusive to crisis management

Relevant institution (Min-
istry of National Defense, 
National Emergency 
Management, Korea Mete-
orological Administration)

Business Partners 

Head of Team

Crisis Management Committee

Crisis Response HQ Institute in ChargeRelevant Organization

PR Team

Crisis Response HQ by Branch 

Main Risk

Head of Team

Administration 
Support Team

Head of Team

Emergency
Recovery Team

Business Branch Business Branch Business BranchBusiness Branch

▪Complaints over the con-
struction of transmission 
and substation facilities 

▪Electricity supply 
 interruption due to 

labor disputes

Head of Team

Situation 
Management Team

Head of Team

External 
Cooperation Team
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Management Risk

Disaster and Catastrophe

KEPCO integrates and manages company-wide financial risk and debt risk to prepare for any risks that threaten 
the business environment including financial risk while setting the contingency plan in relation to the scenario to 
be equipped with countermeasures depending on the level of crisis. Moreover, we selected the ten Key Risk Index 
(KRI) and utilize it with the KEPCO Business Index, which was self-developed in February 2015, for complementary 
risk management. 

KEPCO continuously improves and supplements the response manual, incident management system and man-
agement system for restoration-related manpower, materials and equipment, and develops reaction capabilities 
through regular training. 
In particular, we reinforced the cooperation system of relevant institutions by concluding an agreement for a dis-
aster and safety management body with a group of electricity companies and established a mid-to-long-term 
master plan in line with the government’s safety innovation plan, and implemented 1,131 training programs com-
pany-wide including the Safe Korea drill. During the four specific periods including the extensive diagnosis of na-
tional security, the budgets for the facility safety inspection and equipment reinforcement & maintenance were 
increased by 40% compared to the previous year to prevent equipment failure and minimize damages. 

▪ Financial Sensi-
tivity (Damage 
Severity)

▪ Possibility)
 (Frequency)

▪ Nuclear Power Plant 
Factor

▪ Oil Price, Soft Coal 
Price, SMP

▪ Sales Unit Price/Cost 
of Goods Sold

▪ Exchange Rate, EaR, 
CFaR

▪ Debt Ratio

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y

H

HDamage

Less Severe

Low Priority

Significant Risk

High Priority
High Frequency
Small Damage

Low Frequency
Large Damage

Middle Priority

Mapping Factor Risk Mapping KRI Selection

Video Conference of the Disaster Response Drill Site Inspection of Electric Equipment during the Extensive Diagnosis 
of National Security

Key Risk Index Derivation using Risk Mapping
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Efforts to Communicate 
with Each Stakeholder 
on Issues of Concern

Under the management slogan of Become One Mind and Achieve Unity, KEPCO strives for permanent commu-
nication based on the ‘trust and communication’ for the rights and interests of stakeholders and constant value 
creation. A variety of communication channels are in use to reflect the valuable comments of stakeholders to 
management activities. KEPCO received the grand prizes in the public service category of the 2015 Korea Mobile 
Awards and in the SNS category of the 2015 Korea Communication Awards through consensus building via SNS 
and the reinforcement of online channels that are convenient and quick to access through the renewal of websites 
and a contest for people’s ideas. Moreover, we continue to make efforts to address the key issues of electricity 
industry stakeholders such as consulting for conflict mitigation with private professional institutions to prevent 
issues of stakeholders during power facility construction and actively solve the conflicts. Through information 
sharing channels, including periodic exchange with domestic and overseas business partners and presentations, 
KEPCO has carried out activities for the sustainable value creation with stakeholders. 

▪Property rights, 
 Environmental rights

▪Decision on policy ,
 Leading the public opinions

▪Producing H/W and S/W

▪Joint Owner, Financing, 
Orderer and Investee 
government

▪Entity executing value

▪Profits for labor union 
members

▪Diversifying communication 
channels

▪Enhancing corporate 
value

Shareholders, 
Investors

Local 
Communities

Government, 
Relevant 
Institutions

Domestic 
Partners

Overseas 
Partners

Executives and 
Employees

Labor Union

▪IR, Public announcement 
▪General shareholders’ meetings

▪SNS, Meeting, Contest

▪Public hearing 
▪Social contribution

▪Seminar, Forum 
▪Cooperation channels

▪On-site VOC 
▪Presentation 
▪Fostering environment

▪Regular exchange 
▪Benchmarking

▪Direct announcement by the CEO 
▪Vision portal 
▪Portal for giving management advice

▪Labor-Management committee 
▪Collective bargaining 
▪Workshop

Stakeholders Major Interests Communication Methods

Stakeholder Communication & Engagement

People, 
Customers
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Information 
Disclosure 

Integrated 
Management 

Announcement
Number of 
Requests

Number of 
Disclosed

Number of 
Announced Items

▪Operated KEPCO college student supporters (3rd, 137 students)
▪Contest for people’s ideas on electricity service improvements (2,254 participants in 2015)
▪Contest for happy energy contents (printed AD, commercials) (295 cases in 2015)

▪Implemented high-intensity debt reduction (achieved 99.9% of debt 
ratio, exceeded KRW 10 trillion in net profits, and increased market 
capitalization by KRW 4.7 trillion)

▪Held 30 IRs for domestic and overseas investors, 3 general 
 shareholders’ meetings, 37 public announcements of integrated 

management, and 71 corporate disclosures

▪Implemented consultation for addressing conflicts with private 
and public professional institutions (4 cases including Changwon 
substation)

▪119 Disaster Rescue Squad, only case among public institutions 
 (11 times including emergency medical service support for Gwangju 

Universiade)

▪Meeting with heads of SME-related organizations and businessmen in Gwangju and Jeonnam (9 relevant organizations in Jan. 2015)
▪Export promotion meeting for the electricity sector (Apr. 2016)

▪SMEs VOC (May, 2015)
▪Collect comments on purchase and other systematic improvements 

via company visits 
▪2015 Bitgaram Mutual Growth Festival (200 companies in May, 2015)
▪Outreach mentoring for the registration process of equipment and 

instruments suppliers (Jan-Mar. 2016)

▪Composed the Working Electricity IoT Alliance (SPIN; Smart Power 
IoT Network) working group and Kick-off meeting (Mar. 2016)

▪Roadshow of KEPCO’s export supporting system for prominent 
regional companies (Jun. 2016)

▪Held BIXPO* 2015 (about 30,000 visitors from 40 countries in Oct. 2015)
 → the first international electricity sector exhibition

▪CEO global marketing (interviews with high-ranking government 
officials of 18 countries and CEOs)

▪Expanded channels for sharing vision and core values 
 (presentation tour by region with the participation of management 

level – conducted vision concert)

▪Realized the trust-based HWP site (fostering 597 change & innovation 
execution leaders)

▪Company-wide meetings with directors of business sites (2 times), 
and communication mails with chiefs of organizations (5 times)

▪HQ: Labor-Management Committee (4 times), Collective Bargaining (3 times), Wage Negotiations (3 times)
▪Business Site: Labor-Management Committee and Labor-Management meetings (1,008 times)
▪On-Site Communication Enhancement: presentations for the explanation of current issues at business sites (439 times) 

* BIXPO (Bitgaram International Exposition of Electric Power Technology)

Performance of Information Disclosure 
and Integrated Management
Announcement in 2015

Communication and Efforts to Address Issues

Performance of VOC Operation in 2015  (Unit : case)

 Cyber Center 8,252

 Customer Center 4,544

 Other systems 2,099

 Phone 163

 Others 106
15,164

Performance of Corporate Information  (Unit : case)
Announcement in 2015 

  SEC (US Securities and 
Exchange Commission) 
Announcement 
  Autonomous public 
announcement
  Fair public 

 announcement
  Current status of 

 management consulting
  Regular public 

 announcement

71 34

18
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527 447 37

● External   ●  Internal
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For the prioritization of the potential is-
sues drawn via the issue pool organizing 
process, a survey of 1,476 KEPCO stake-
holders was conducted. The level of KEP-
CO’s sustainable management was iden-
tified through the stakeholders’ survey, 
and the materiality aspect and materiality 
assessment matrix were set by incorpo-
rating the influence on the stakeholders’ 
decision making and the significance on 
business.

Materiality Assessment 

Materiality Assessment 
and Drawing Major Issues

KEPCO prepared this report in accordance with the four reporting principles of GRI (Global Reporting Initiative); ‘sus-
tainability context,’ ‘materiality,’ ‘stakeholder engagement’ and ‘completeness’. In order to put together the major is-
sues, international standard analysis, benchmarking of leading companies, media research and stakeholders research 
were implemented, and the major issues related to the sustainable management activities of KEPCO were identified 
based on the analysis results. A materiality assessment was conducted with the acquired major issues as per the GRI G4 
Guidelines and final report issues were selected and reported in a balanced manner through the prioritization process. 

Materiality Assessment Matrix

 Aspects Core Issues Reporting Boundary Reporting Major Issues

Internal
External

Customers Shareholders, 
Investors

Local 
Communities

Government, 
Relevant Institutions

Partners

1 Emissions Coping with Climate Change ● ● ● Preserving the Environment

2 Local Communities Strategy for Social Contribution ● ● Joining Humanity

3 Training and Education Reinforcing the Capability of Executives and Employees ● Caring People

4 Procurement Practices Win-Win Cooperation with Partner Companies ● ● Joining Humanity

5 Anti-Corruption Ethical Management & Anti-Corruption ● ● ● ● Ethical Management

6 Anti-Competitive Behavior Reinforcing Fair Trade & Contract Transparency ● ● Joining Humanity

7 Energy Improving Energy Efficiency ● ● Preserving the Environment

8 Availability & Reliability Stability of the Electric Power Supply ● ● ● Respecting Customers

9 Occupational Health and Safety Reinforcing Safety & Health ● ● ● Caring People

10 Added Aspect Creating Future Growth Engines ● ● ● Adding Technology

Significance

In
flu

en
ce

H

H
Major Issues

❶  Coping with Climate Change
❷  Strategy for Social Contribution
❸  Reinforcing the Capability of 
       Executives and Employees
❹  Win-Win Cooperation with Partner 

Companies
❺  Ethical Management & Anti-Corruption
❻  Reinforcing Fair Trade & Contract 

Transparency
❼  Improving Energy Efficiency
❽  Stability of the Electric Power Supply
❾  Reinforcing Safety & Health 
❿  Creating Future Growth Engine

Composing the Issue 
Pool

Step1 Prioritizing IssuesStep2 Verifying &Reviewing 
Validity

Step3 

Based on economic, environmen-
tal and social influences on overall 
KEPCO’s business activities or the 
assessment and decision-making 
of stakeholders, reporting aspects 
and other relevant issues were 
identified and a potential issue 
pool was composed with 29 issues. 

Lastly, ten selected major issues were struc-
tured in the contents of the report by con-
sidering meaning, scope, aspect boundary, 
reporting period and reporting limitation. KEP-
CO is to report, in a reasonable and balanced 
manner, our positive and negative influences 
and performances on the economic and social 
environment. Moreover, KEPCO runs various 
communication channels including conduct-
ing a survey of readers’ opinions to allow for 
the organization performance evaluation of 
stakeholders and to reflect their comments. 

❶

❷
❼

❾

❹

❻
❽

❿
❺

❸
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Creating Value with 
Stakeholders 
based on Trust and Commutation
KEPCO strives to create greater future value 
with all of its stakeholders. 
Our close communication based on trust will ensure a 
clean and convenient energy world, 
contributing to a brighter future. 

Five Core Issues

Respecting Customers 22
Adding Technology 30
Preserving the Environment  40
Joining Humanity 50
Caring People 60



Ranked No.1
Ranked No.1 in the ‘Electricity Supply’ 
Category of the Business Environment
Survey by the World Bank for 2 Years

Respecting 
Customers

Our Approach
In the rapidly changing environment of the energy industry, the electric-
ity industry is at an important point as it attempts to raise efficiency and 
competitiveness and develop optimized measures for using electric energy. 
Based on energy solutions combined with IT technology, KEPCO will not 
only fulfill its original mission to supply high-quality and stable electricity, 
but also improve the people’s happiness through communication, consen-
sus, and service innovation.

Our Plan
• Supply the world’s best quality electricity using next-generation technology
• Create customer value through the improvement and operation of a cus-

tomer-oriented system 
• Secure the stability of the electricity supply and demand with an improve-

ment in energy efficiency and smart demand control



76,211MWh

Amount of Energy Saved by 
Supplying High-efficiency 
Equipment in 2015

SAIDI for a Year in 2015

10.26 minutes

3.60 %
T&D Loss Rate in 2015



Smart Service Innovation
KEPCO enhances communication with customers through service innovation reflecting the customers’ 
needs and is the first public institution that has adopted smart customer centers with multi-channels, 
enabling everyone to have an electricity consult via online chat, e-mail and text message beyond the ex-
isting call center. We strive for interactive communication and customer value creation to listening to the 
VOC (voice of customers) through a contest for electricity service improvement ideas and KEPCO college 
student supporters.  

Smart Customer Center Service
Create Customer 

Value

Positive Discrimination Program
KEPCO puts a considerable amount of effort into realizing happy energy with the people by implementing 
tailor-made electricity charges for the energy poverty class and students, including discounted electricity 
charges for those in energy welfare blind spots and elementary, middle and high schools during the sum-
mer and winter by 15%. 

Example of the Consent System of SMS Personal Information Collection

❶ Receive request for 
name transfer

Responsible Person in 
Business Office

❷ Consent to personal information 
collection

Receive
Text Message

Consent to 
personal 

information 
collection 

Consent to 
collection

Send text 
message

Send 
content

Consent to personal
information collection

Customer 
(Applicant of Name transfer)

❸ Register the consented 
content in the system

Personal Information DB

Sales Information 
System

Existing Customer Center

+

Diversification of Customer 
Interaction Channel

Phone Call Online Chat e-mail Text Message

Reinforcing Security for Customer Information
To reinforce customer information protection and enhance people’s trust, KEPCO has improved the pro-
cedures for the collection and consent on personal information, which is needed in the process of apply-
ing for and changing electricity use, and established the standard procedure for customer identification 
and information provisions. KEPCO will continuously implement operational and technical protection 
measures for customer information by reinforcing security education for the customer center and inspec-
tion suppliers and operating a management log for personal information.

Won the 2015 Korea 

Good Company 
Awards  

from the Korean Standards 
Association
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Supplying High-Quality Electricity
KEPCO has the world’s best capabilities for supplying electric power and manages nationwide power fa-
cilities systematically with the Drone diagnostic technique which is equipped with optical and thermal 
imaging cameras, the application of an intelligent system for the low voltage system, and an improve-
ment in the facility diagnosis and system operation technique carried out by engineering personnel. We 
are also at the front of the future core technologies in the electric power industry by establishing an IoT-
based facility operating system, as well as developing a prediction system for the remaining life of big-da-
ta based cable and operating multifunctional watt-hour meter to improve the electricity quality for our 
customers. Based on these, KEPCO was ranked top in the electricity supply sector of the World Bank’s 
Business Environment Survey in 2015 by decreasing SAIDI to 10.26 minutes by 5.7% year on year, and 
achieving 99.9% of the distribution voltage holding ratio and 3.60% of the T&D loss rate. In addition, major 
national events such as the Summer Gwangju Universiade and World Water Forum were successfully held 
with the zero-defect supply of electricity. KEPCO will continue to maintain the world’s highest quality elec-
tricity through a smart system operation, coupled with the improvement in the expertise of its engineers 
which will secure the next-generation core technology. 

Drone: Equipped with thermal imaging and video camera 

Change of SAIDI and T&D Loss Rate

 SAIDI (min)    T&D Loss Rate (%)

3.73 3.69 3.60

2013

11.53

2014

10.88

2015

10.26

Diagnosis using 
Sensor

Automatic Detection 
of Failure

Remote Monitoring 

Ranked No. 1
‘Electricity Supply’ 

category of Business Environment Survey by 
the World Bank for two consecutive years 

Improvement of 
Electricity Quality

World’s First SNS Billing & Collecting Charges – Leading the Vitalization of 
the FinTech* Market  
KEPCO introduced a SNS (KakaoTalk)-based collecting method for the first time in the world to improve cus-
tomer convenience in accordance with the recent environmental changes in collecting system such as domestic 
and overseas mobile payment market expansion. This allows customers to check their electricity bills and pay 
at the same time via SNS rather than paper bills. KEPCO has actively adopted an advanced collecting system to 
ensure convenience of payment for the people at every stage of financial environmental change. This SNS billing 
& collecting system will not only save the billing and collecting expenses of KRW 11.7 billion annually but it has 
also helped to establish an interactive communication channel between KEPCO and its customers as well as an 
environment for new additional service provisions.  

* FinTech: IT-based financial service, a compound word of the Financial and Technique. Improvement of Electricity Quality

SPECIAL
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Optimized Electric Power System Plan
KEPCO has established the optimized electricity grid to prepare for an increase in the demand for elec-
tricity and supplies high-quality electricity to customers in a stable manner. The company has established 
and implemented plans, focusing on maximizing the utilization of the existing transmission and substa-
tion facilities and building the future transmission grid to set up an electricity grid in harmony with human 
beings and the environment.
In the seventh long-term transmission and substation facility plan (2015), the optimized system plan was 
established emphasizing the universal value of the people. The company achieved the financial results of 
KRW 339.7 billion through the adjustments of 35 projects by considering social acceptability and local devel-
opment conditions, and minimized the construction of a new transmission line by creating a package of the 
power generation and transmission facility plan. System reliability has also been secured by establishing a 
single system substation reinforcement plan and the application plan of the FACTS facility expansion. 
KEPCO has taken the lead in the renewable energy vitalization policy including the establishment of a plan 
for infrastructure expansion; discovering stations that are vulnerable to connection to renewables and help-
ing access to the system, by securing an additional 6,800MW through the improvement of the standard of 
connection to renewable energy. Moreover, the construction of a 500kV-class HVDC project is promoted 
with domestic self-developed technologies to secure the new technology of private companies and induce 
the localization of equipment and instruments. For fostering and expanding the independent foundation of 
domestic HVDC independence, KEPCO is conducting joint studies with 10 research institutions, holding a 
HVDC electric power engineering workshop and expanding support for universities and R&D centers. 
Lastly, KEPCO created a plan for developing and applying new technology for interconnection of power 
grid to establish the future electricity grid. We developed AC 154kV superconductivity of the world’s larg-
est capacity (600MVA); built a demonstration facility; set strategic roadmap; reduced new construction 
expenses by 30% and controlled new areas of construction by introducing Korea’s first capacity increase 
of new cable for expanding the grid supply capacity. Based on these efforts, KEPCO established the opti-
mized electric power system plan by placing great importance on the universal values in harmony with 
human beings and the environment to supply high-quality electricity.

Launch Ceremony for the New 
Industrialization of Superconductivity Electric 
Power Equipment

Expansion Areas of Electricity Supply
KEPCO carries out the electricity supply business based on requests by local governments for remote and 
isolated regions where it is difficult to supply electricity due to geographical conditions. In 2015, the company 
finished securing the electricity supply for 27 households in remote and isolated regions. In March 2016, there 
were a total of 254 households in remote and isolated regions without access to the transmission and distri-
bution grid, including 99 households that did not meet the necessary requirements in the Act on the Promo-
tion of Electrification in Agricultural and Fishing Villages. This number has decreased through our continuous 
investment in facilities and the expansion of the decentralized generation in isolated regions (Micro Grid).

Electricity Supply to remote areas via the Micro Grid

Transmission Line Substation Facility Capacity Distribution Line

33,316c-km (Transmission Line 3,755c-km) 287,513MVA 465,278c-km
(Underground line 45,138c-km)

765,345kV : 10,417c-km
154,66, DC 180kV : 22,899c-km

Substation : 822
(Unmanned Substation 689)

Support : 8,960,000 units
Transformer : 2.12 million units

Current Status of Transmission and Distribution Facilities in 2015

Dramatic Reduction in the Failure of 
Transmission & Substation Facilities

14 Cases  (2014) → 

5 Cases  (2015) 
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Maintain Stability in Supply & Demand with Systematic Response to Emergency Supply & Demand 
KEPCO promotes stability in the supply & demand of electricity by maintaining an emergency supply & 
demand response scheme and managing demand systematically. To prepare for any crises in the supply 
& demand of electricity, various electricity demand management schemes are in operation including the 
‘utilization of supply capacity in the private sector,’ which uses privately-owned commercial independent 
generators, and an ‘emergency power-saving demand controlling scheme’ implemented at the ‘caution’ 
level, in which the reserved power is less than 3 million kW of a supply & demand emergency. As of late 2016, 
it is expected to reach 102.72 million kW in electricity facility capacity and 8.46 million kW in peak demand, 
and the stable supply and demand of electricity is anticipated with 21.4% of a reserved rate (based on the 
7th Basic Plan for the Supply and Demand of Electricity). 

* Utilization of private supply capacity: utilize privately-owned commercial independent generator or generator of regional 
 electricity business operator to reduce the load

Systematic Diagram

765kV Substation
765kV System
345kV Substation
345kV Overhead System
345kV Underground System
Power Plant
DC±180kV Cable link

Category Main Projects

Improving Efficiency High-efficiency devices, heat-pump boiler, LED replacement in office buildings, etc.

Managing Load Designated period, Weekly notice for demand control, Utilization of private supply capacity* 

Management of 
Electricity Demand 

Continue to Supply a High-efficiency Device and Improve the Energy Efficiency of Office Buildings
KEPCO saved 76,211MWh of energy and reduced the greenhouse gases to 35,043tCO2 in 2015 through the con-
tinuous supply of high-efficiency devices, and also saved 560MWh of energy annually by drawing the GHG 
reduction factor via the energy diagnosis of the office building and promoting the energy reduction policy. In 
particular, KEPCO leads in social contribution activities such as replacing 407 worn-out midnight boilers with 
high-efficiency heat-pump boilers. This came about through the promotion of a win-win cooperation model 
based efficiency project for heating systems in welfare facilities with local government in 2015. 

North Gyeongsangnam-do

West Busan
Shin-Daeyeon

Shin-Yangsan

Shin-Uijeongbu
Yangju

Shin-Paju
Shin-Kimpo

Shin-Deokun

Hanbit N/P

Boryeong T/P

Taean T/P

Shin-Incheon C/C
Incheon C/C

POSCO C/C

Yeongheung T/P

Pyeongtaek T/P
Dangjin T/P

Sancheong P/P

Yeosu T/P Gwangyang C/C

Hadong T/P Samcheonpo T/P
Busan C/C

Kori N/P
Shin-Kori N/P

Ulsan T/P
Wolseong N/P
Shin- Wolseong N/P

Hanul N/P

Cheongsong P/P

Muju P/P

Yecheon P/P

Shin-Pocheon

Shin-Gyeongseo
YeongSeo

Shin-Yangjae

Shin-Yeongju

Shin-Yeongil

Shin-Gyeongsan

Shin-Ulsan Shin-Onsan

Shin-Pohang

North BusanShin-Masan
Uiryeong

Gwangyang

Gwangyang Steel

Shin-Gangjin

Shin-Hwasun

Shin-Gwangju
Haenam C/S

Jindo C/S

West Jeju C/S Jeju C/S

Shin-Gimje

Shin-Gyeryong

Gunsan

Cheongyang

Shin-Seosan

Asan
Shin-Tangjeong

Shin-Onyang
West Anseong

Shin-Anseong

Shin-Yongin
Shin-Suwon

Shin-Seongnam
East Seoul

Migum
Seongdong

JoongbuYeongdeungpo
Shin-Bupyung

Shin-Kajwa Gajeong

West Seoul
Hwaseong

Shin-Ansan

Shin-Siheung

Hyundain Steel

Shin-Dangjin

Shin-Namwon

Shin-Goseong

Shin-Noksan

Shin-Gimhae

East UlsanUlju

Shin-Jecheon

Gonjiam

Shin-Chungju
Shin-Jincheon

Cheongwon

Shin-Okcheon
Seonsan

West Daegu
Daegu

North Daegu

Goryeong

Shin-Gapyeong

Shin-Taebaek

Donghae

Shin-Yangyang

Yangyang P/P

Major Demand-side Management Control Business
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The Promotion of a New Electricity Service and New Biz Model for Smart Demand 
Management 
KEPCO discovered and implemented new demand management services and a new business model 
through SME cooperation in accordance with the direction of government policy to foster a new energy 
industry and environment. 

First, the company actively supports the vitalization of the demand resource trade market (Negawatt 
market) launched in November 2014 as a new platform for the electric power market based on the ne-
cessity to address the inconveniences of SMEs. This can be done by promoting the systematic support for 
SMEs with a lack of an operation and development system capacity through mentoring system, and by 
deploying personnel in charge of responding through a business office. 

End of 2014

1.52
million  kW

First Half of 2015

2.44
million  kW

End of 2015

2.89
million  kW

Promotion of Efficiency Project for Heating Systems in Welfare Facilities
KEPCO carried out a project in 2015, replacing 407 worn out midnight boilers in welfare facilities with 
high-efficiency heat pump boilers which was a win-win cooperation model with the local government. 
Through this project, KEPCO cut the midnight load whereas the local government reduced the budget for 
heating support and welfare facilities, decreased facility expenses and electricity charges. 

Win-Win 
Cooperation

KEPCO
50%

Manufacturer
25%

Local 
Government

15%
Welfare 
Facility 
10%

KEPCO (Aid for Installation Fee) Local Government (Budget Support) Manufacturer (Cut Supply Price)

Midnight Electricity Reduction
→ Increase of Operating Profit

Heating Support Fund Savings
→ Use in Other Welfare Project

Create & Expand Initial Market
→ Increase Sales

“Reduce Investment Costs in Welfare Facility by 90% and Cut Heating Bills by 50%”

Expansion of Market Participation Demand Resource

Category High-Efficiency 
Freezer

Regenerative 
Brake

Heat Pump 
Boiler

Premium 
Motor

Office 
Building LED

Transformer 
Replacement Total

No. of Units 
Supplied (piece) 25 465 2,370 328 20,457 44,041 67,686

Reduction Amount 
(㎿h) 2,136 1,276 28,060 1,835 991 41,913 76,211

CO2Reduction 
(tCO2)

982 587 12,902 844 456 19,272 35,043

Performance of High-Efficiency Device Supply Project
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Second, KEPCO began conducting the test operation of a daily life consulting service known as the ‘elec-
tricity bookkeeping service’ in November 2015. This will help induce the reasonable power consumption 
of customers by providing valuable electricity information to customers based on electric power big data.

Usage Plan

• Set Usage Target

• Set SMS Alarm

Current Usage 
Status

• Check Current 
 Usage

• Usage Status by 
Month/Day

Comparison with 
Neighbors 

• Compare to 
 Neighbors’ Usage

• Tip on Power Saving

Over
80%
Progressive Phase

Simulation

• Charge Simulation 
by Home Appliance

3,500

4,000

5,500

Current 
135kWh

Tip!

• Analyze Monthly 
Pattern

• Analyze Hourly 
Pattern

Pattern Analysis 

0
0

1

2

3

5 10 15 20
M W F S

Me

Neighbor

Electricity 
Saving

Electricity 
Saving

Third, the ‘National electricity map’ is being developed which displays the areas where electricity-guz-
zling customers are concentrated on the map for regional demand management. KEPCO plans to con-
tinuously put considerable efforts into inducing voluntary energy saving and provides opportunities for 
creating profits through the analysis of electric power big data such as the electricity usage pattern by 
business type and region, and the provision of information and consulting services that meets the needs 
of customers and the demand management business. 

Fourth, KEPCO continues to discover and promote the commercialization of a new energy business mod-
el using new electric power technology. We also contribute to peak control through the new supply pro-
ject of an ESS cooling & heating facility and the ESS regenerative brake.  

National Electricity Map

ESS Cooling & Heating Facility ESS Connected Regenerative Break

ESS

PMS

Supply by KEPCO 

Indoor Unit
Charge, 

Discharge 

Outdoor Unit
Air Source

Battery 
(Responsible for 40%)

EHP Regenerated Power

BMS PCS
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6.7 GW

Capacity of Overseas 
Generation Facilities

Adding 
Technology

Our Plan
• Generate 20% of company-wide sales from the overseas sector by 2025 by 

establishing the Global KEPCO Belt
• Lead the new business sector by developing and commercializing ten 
 strategic technologies 
• Create new jobs and lay the groundwork for overseas expansion by 
 developing the next-generation technology

Our Approach
Along with the stagnant growth in the domestic demand for electricity and 
the expansion of the private generation (IPP, Independent Power Plant) in 
emerging countries, KEPCO has accelerated entry into the overseas market 
based on our experience in the domestic and overseas electricity business, 
brand, and competitiveness. Through these efforts, we will not only secure 
future growth engines but also pioneer the global market by reinforcing our 
next-generation technology competitiveness.



KRW  4.9 trillion

Sales from Overseas Business
43 cases

Secured Core Strategic 
Technology (total)

236 MW

Established the World’s 
Largest ESS for Frequency 
Regulation
(Established 184MW in 2015)



Conducting 37 Projects in 22 Countries throughout the World
Since our first entry into the Philippines in 1995, KEPCO has carried out business not only in Southeast 
Asia but also in the Middle East, Central and South America, and Africa. The company currently conducts 
37 projects in various sectors including the nuclear power, thermal power, renewable energy, and trans-
mission and distribution sectors in 22 countries.

Nuclear Power: Construction of High-Quality Nuclear Facility in the UAE 
In 2009, KEPCO won its first overseas nuclear power plant project; that was worth USD 18.6 billion which 
was for the construction of four 1400MW units of Korean-standard nuclear reactors (APR1400, 5,600MW in 
total) in the UAE. After completing construction of the first unit in May 2017, the company will construct 
the remaining three by 2020. KEPCO is focusing on and reinforcing strategic partnerships with countries 
subject to short-term orders (Saudi Arabia, Czech Republic, South Africa, and Vietnam) to win additional 
orders, and also actively carrying out the development of a new convergent technology model for export. 

T&D   Thermal    Nuclear   Renewable   Resource

3811 21 23 7

Accelerating Inroads 
into the Global Market

Thermal Power/Renewable Energy: Entering into Central and South America and 
Africa following Southeast Asia, China and the Middle East
KEPCO is successfully operating power plants in Cebu, Ilijan and Naga, the Philippines and accounts for 
10% of the nation’s entire electricity supply. In China, the company operates the generation business of 
8,988MW in Shanxi, while solidifying its position as the largest foreign wind power business operator in 
China by constructing and operating the wind power plant of 1,314MW in total in Inner Mongolia, Liaon-
ing, and Gansu. 
In the Middle East, we won consecutive orders for the Al Qatrana Power Project, Jordan in 2008, thermal 
power plants in Rabigh, Saudi Arabia in 2009, Shuweihat S3 Gas Power Project, UAE in 2010 and the Am-
man Diesel Internal Combustion Generation Project, Jordan in 2012, and have currently created stable 
profits from these projects. Moreover, we established an outpost for expanding into the electricity market 
of Central and South America with the successful completion of the Norte II gas-fired combined cycle 
power plant, Mexico in late 2013, and expanded our entry into Africa by acquiring the right to operate 
Egbin gas plant in Nigeria in November, 2013.

Transmission and Distribution/New Business: Diversification of the Overseas Business 
Portfolio
KEPCO has conducted projects by utilizing our world-renowned technological knowhow accumulated 
in the domestic electricity grid business, including winning orders for the transmission and distribution 
construction and consulting in Kazakhstan, Egypt, Myanmar, and Saudi Arabia. In 2015, KEPCO conclud-
ed PPA for the Fujeij project in Jordan, initiated in 2013, and won an order for the photovoltaic power 
business in Japan. In addition, we strengthened the foothold for entry into the overseas market in the 
transmission and distribution/new business sector by concluding new business, including the smart grid, 
and implementation agreements with four Central and South American countries. 

UAE Nuclear Facility Construction Site Norte II Gas-fired Combined Power 
Generation, Mexico 

Wind Power Generation, Inner Mongolia, 
China

2025 Goal

KRW  20 trillion in Sales 

(Unit : %)
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Establishing the Global KEPCO Belt
Based on the world-class technology, brand value and accumulated overseas business capabilities, KEP-
CO has promoted the goal to create KRW 20 trillion worth of overseas business, which accounts for about 
20% of total sales, by 2025. It plans to conduct overseas business as a ‘global energy belt’ in the future that 
links North and Central America – South America – Africa – Middle East- Asia by establishing an ‘energy 
hub’ in the Southeast Asia region and securing energy solutions across all continents and sectors. 

Global Network

First Step towards Building the Dubai Smart City 
KEPCO held a groundbreaking ceremony for a pilot project of the city smart grid station in Dubai in May 2016. 
This project is the first phase of the pilot project for establishing the Dubai Smart City* to build KEPCO’s smart 
grid station model including USD 3 million worth of photovoltaic power, ESS and an integrated operating sys-
tem. Once this project is successfully completed, it will serve as an opportunity to disseminate our smart grid 
station model throughout the whole city. In particular, the export outcomes of SMEs have been witnessed in 
installing the photovoltaic module, battery, PCS and others in cooperation with KEPCO and six SMEs in the new 
energy business sector. Besides, KEPCO and DEWA** are carrying out technical cooperation in the overall smart 
grid such as the AMI (Automatic Meter Infrastructure) and distribution automation. KEPCO will take the lead in 
responding to climate change and realizing a creative economy by securing a future growth engine through 
expansion with new energy sector SMEs into a global new energy industry market such as smart grid, micro 
grid, ESS, charging infrastructure for electric vehicles and renewable energy. 

* Smart City: An advanced future and clever city with networked public services using ICT and new energy technology, 
and use ICT technology while increasing the energy efficiency of the city

**  DEWA (Dubai Electricity and Water Authority): State-owned Company in charge of Dubai’s electricity and water supply

SPECIAL

Oceania

South East
Asia

East Asia

South
America

North
America

Africa

Europe

Middle East
Asia

UAE, Saudi Arabia
IWPP Connected Thermal Power
Facility Preventive Diagnosis 
Business, Independent M/G

Establish & Consult AMI

Photovoltaic Power

Czech, UK, Poland

Merchant IPP

Distribution O&M, Connected M/G

Offshore Wind Power

Stabilized Renewable ESS

Egypt, South Africa

Transfer Technique, ROMM

Grid EPC, Independent M/G

Photovoltaic Power, Geothermal

Uranium

M&A of Privatized Assets

Onshore Wind Power

Soft Coal

Vietnam

Project, ROMM
Loss Reduction Business, 
Independent M/G
Photovoltaic Power, Solar Heat 

EV Infrastructure

SNG Plant

Fuel Conversion (Coal→Gas), M&A

Distribution O&M, Connected M/G

Onshore Wind Power, Geothermal

M/G, ESS for Frequency Regulations

Uranium 

Brazil

Utilize Mexico Outpost, 
Parallel ROMM
Reinforce and Operate Transmis-
sion Grid, Independent M/G
Offshore Wind Power

CCUS project, Business Expan-
sion in China based on Sanseo

HVDC Building Business

Onshore Wind Power, 
Photovoltaic Power in Japan
Stabilization of Renewable 
Energy, ESS for Home
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Europe Branch

Iran Branch

Middle East Branch

Africa Branch

Southeast Asia Branch

China Branch

Japan Branch

China

Shanxi Province 
(Coal 8,988MW)

China 
(Wind Power 1,314MW) 
- Inner Mongolia (990MW) 
- Gansu (99MW) 
- Liaoning (225MW)

Niger

Imouraren
(Uranium)

Saudi Arabia

Rabigh 
(Heavy Oil 1,204MW)

KEPCO vigorously carries out overseas business projects to ensure sustainable growth by over-
coming limitations in domestic business and finding new business opportunities. In 2015, the 
company’s overseas sales were KRW 4 trillion and 861.2 billion and achieved 6,738MW (based on 
shares) in capacity of the overseas generation facilities. 

Global Network

Generation
Resource Development
Overseas Branch

UAE

Barakah  
(Nuclear 5,600MW)

Shuweihat S3 
(Gas  1,600MW)

Indonesia

Bayan Resource  
(Coal)

Adaro Energy   
(Coal)

Jordan

Al Qatrana   
(Gas 373MW)

Amman  
(Diesel 573MW)

Fujeij  
(Wind 89MW)

Nigeria

Eqbin  
(Gas 1,320MW)
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North America Branch

Canada

Denison   
(Uranium)

Cree East  
(Uranium)

Waterbury 
(Uranium)

EFI  
(Uranium)

Japan

Hokkaido 
(Photovoltaic 28MW) 

Vietnam

Nghi Son  
(Coal 1,200MW)

Philippines

Ilijan 
(Gas 1,200MW)

Cebu  
(Coal 200MW)

Naga  
(Coal/Heavy Oil 
396MW)

Australia

Moolaben 
(Coal) 

Cockatoo 
(Coal)

Byrong
(Coal)

37 Projects 
in 22 Countries Nuclear Power

1 Project in 
UAE

Thermal Power 
11 Projects in 
8 Countries   

Renewable Energy
3 Projects in 
3 Countries

T & D
12 Projects in 
11 Countries

Resource Development
10 Projects in 
4 Countries

Mexico

NorteⅡ  
(Gas 433MW)
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Secure a Future Development Base
KEPCO has carried out persistent challenges to create a future growth engine by converging electricity 
and ICT technology. For selection and concentration, ten core strategies were chosen and the capabilities 
of new technological development and commercialization were concentrated. We continue to put our 
utmost efforts into becoming a global leader in the new energy industry sector through R&D, and creating 
new values including the development of technology, which are key to leading the way in the future with 
technology for a new climate regime and new global business model. 

Securing Technical Competitiveness by Increasing Investment in the R&D Sector
KEPCO has expanded its R&D investment to create a new growth engine through the development of high 
value-added electricity technology and commercialization and to improve the power system safety and fa-
cility operating efficiency. As a result, we secured 11 cases of core strategic technologies in 2015, and have 
achieved 43 cases in total in the core strategic technology field carried out since 2012, and applied 330 cases 
of industrial property rights. 

Performance for R&D Investment
(Unit : KRW 100 million)

 Plan      Performance 

2013 2014 2015

3,045 3,018
3,131

1,905 1,920
2,007

Reinforcing the 
Technical

Competitiveness of the 
New Growth Engine 

Ten Core Strategic Technologies

Major Technology Development in 2015

IGCC-SNG
(Integrated Coal Gasification 
Combined-Cycle Power System)

Offshore Wind Power ESS
(Energy Storage System)

Micro Grid Smart Grid

• Developed optimized 
standard 700,000 Ton 
SNG process model

• Developed optimized 
500MW connected 
process model 

• Developed design 
technology of offshore 
wind electric system

• Developed bulk ESS 
frequency tracking 
control technology

• Demonstrated 
operation technique of 
ESS controller for F/R

• Developed ESS Biz 
model for F/R

• Demonstrated 
independent MG 
operating system

• Demonstrated active 
distribution network 
operating system

• Developed commercial 
model of micro grid for 
remote and small areas

• Developed auto control 
system coordinating 
FACTS-phase modifying 
equipment

• Developed 
communication & 
security system between 
next-gen SCADA ↔ 
digital substation

1 Clean Thermal Power Supercritical CO2 generation & SNG (synthetic natural gas) production technology, etc.

2 Offshore Wind Power Generate and supply electricity via the economic development of offshore wind resources and 
connecting high-efficiency, stable systems

3 CCUS (Carbon Capture, 
Utilization & Storage) Technology to capture, compress, store and utilize high-purity CO2

4 New Transmission Technology Stable, high-efficiency electricity transmission technology and long-distance HVDC transmission 
technology as the renewable energy source increases

5 Micro Grid On-site electricity supply system that generates and consumes electricity through the optimal 
combination of distributed resources within small areas

6 Superconductivity Bulk, low-loss and eco-friendly next-generation T&D technology based on superconductivity 
property

7 Smart Grid Apply ICT to the existing electrical grid which optimizes energy efficiency and induces the reduc-
tion of electricity use 

8 ESS (Energy Storage System) System that enhances energy efficiency by storing and supplying electric energy when necessary

9 ICT Convergence Create a foothold for a new business in the electric power sector using the latest ICT technology 
such as IoT, big data and security

10 New Materials for Electricity Reinforce the safety of the electric power facility, and develop innovative efficiency, increase 
technology and process new material (self-healing, super capacitor, 3D printing, etc.)

Won CIO 100 Awards
In June 2016, KEPCO won the ‘International CIO 100 Awards,’ a highly-reputed award along with Edison Awards 
in the technology innovation sector. IDG (International Data Group), the organizer that is a global research insti-
tution established in 1964, conducted a review through a professional review committee consisting of 52 global 
CIOs, CEOs and professors for seven months to select 100 companies or institutions that have outstanding per-
formances in ICT innovation. In 2016, KEPCO and Samsung were the only Korean companies listed along with 
global multinational corporations such as GM, AT&T and Intel. Winning the award was the rewarding result of 
the sustained efforts to improve 20 items including an issue regarding the existing power control system, which 
is difficult to connect with new technical equipment. In addition, ‘the next-generation SCADA system project’ will 
be utilized for condition monitoring, failure analysis and the optimal operation of electric equipment by analyz-
ing big data produced by over 1 million of electric equipment. KEPCO will continue to maintain the highest-level 
of trust in the electric power supply and electricity quality by repeating technical innovation around the globe.  

SPECIAL
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SPECIAL

SPECIAL

Successful ‘BIXPO 2015,’ World’s First International Electric 
Power Technology Exposition
In October 2015, KEPCO held BIXPO 2015 (Bitgaram International Exposition of Electric Power Technology), a 
global electric power sector exposition, in Bitgoeul, Gwangju. BIXPO was the world’s first international electric 
power technology exposition hosted by KEPCO in Korea and a place for exchanging new technologies in the 
electric power sector that attracted about 30,000 visitors including 600 electric power professionals from 40 
countries.

Under the theme of ‘To the Future of Electric Power Technology,’ KEPCO held the first new technology exhibi-
tion in the electric power sector, International Invention Fair, International Conference and CTO forum at the 
same time and that served as an opportunity to enhance the global position of the company and to increase 
the brand value of participated SMEs with business performances including eight MOUs for technical coopera-
tion and a new business joint cooperation and 54 cases of export consulting worth USD 670 million.

KEPCO has been able to check how the development of Korea’s electric power industry is seen at home and 
abroad by successfully holding consecutive events at the 2013 WEC, 2014 CEPSI and the 2015 BIXPO. This event 
was an opportunity for KEPCO to understand the issues and trends of the global new energy industry and fore-
cast the future of the energy industry. 

Demonstration of Superconductivity Cable with the World’s 
Largest Transmission Capacity
KEPCO demonstrated the superconductivity cable system that has the world’s largest transmission capacity by 
connecting it to the power system at Geumag Substation in Hallim-eup, Jeju in March 2016. The recently com-
pleted electric power facility of the 154kV 600MVA superconductivity cable, the largest transmission capacity in 
the world, is connected to 1km of a real power system between Geumag substation and Hallim substation and 
is to be demonstrated for seven months until October 2016.
The superconductivity cable is the next-generation power transmission technology called the ‘dream trans-
mission network’. It enables low-voltage, large capacity transmission by increasing the transmission capacity 
by more than five times while decreasing the transmission loss by 1/10 compared to the common cable, and 
is applicable for tracks to be replaced due to an overload in a metropolis where track extension is difficult by 
replacing the existing copper conductor of cable with a superconductor. KEPCO will secure the world’s best 
superconductivity cable technology and be a leader in superconductivity electric equipment technology de-
velopment once the demonstration is completed. 

Current Status of Domestic and Overseas Major Superconductivity Cable Demonstration 

Superconductivity Application Technology

Superconductivity cable Superconducting rotating 
machine

Superconducting fault 
current limiter

Superconducting energy 
storage device

 (US)

• Demonstrated 138kV/574MVA, 620m
  (2007, currently the world best, Long Island)

 (Germany)

•  Demonstrated 10kV/40MVA, 1km
 (2014, in-service, Ampa City)

 (Korea) 

•  Demonstrated 22.9kV/50MVA, 410m (2011, Icheon Substation)
•  Demonstrated DC 80kV/500MVA, 500m (2014, Guemag Substation, Jeju)
•  Under demonstration of 154kV/600MVA, 1km cable (2016, Guemag Sub-

station, Jeju)
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Smart Grid: Initiative Participation in Demonstration and Dissemination Business
Smart Grid refers to the next-generation smart grid that optimizes energy efficiency by integrating ICT 
with the electricity grid. As the government aims to establish the world’s first nation-based Smart Grid by 
2030, KEPCO has successfully completed the Jeju Smart Grid Demonstration Project (2009~2013). Based 
on the technology and experience of the Jeju demonstration project, KEPCO consortium promotes the 
nation-based SG Deployment project (scheduled for 2016~2018) as a business model for AMI-based elec-
tricity services and energy consulting. Moreover, with the aim of the efficient operation and CO2 reduction 
of the power system and new growth engine creation, we dominantly lead the way in the establishment 
of core infrastructures such as AMI, smart grid station, ESS, charging infrastructure for the electric car and 
micro grid. Based on these core technologies, KEPCO will lay the groundwork for the dissemination of 
region-based smart grids by 2020 and establish a nation-based smart grid by 2030 to lead the global smart 
grid market through the joint overseas expansion with SMEs. 

Smart Grid Station: Energy Optimization
KEPCO established the world’s first Smart Grid Station that monitors in real-time and efficiently controls 
renewable energy, ESS, AMI and the charging device for EV (electric vehicle) within the building in 2014. In 
particular, the Smart Grid Station, developed independently by KEPCO, received an Honorable Mention at 
the 2nd ISGAN (International Smart Grid Action Network) Awards, an international smart grid technology 
contest, in recognition of its innovativeness and easy expandability in May 2015, and the Best Smartgrid 
Project Award from the Global Smart Grid Federation (GSGF), showing that our technology is internation-
ally recognized. As of the end of 2015, the installation of a Smart Grid Station was completed in 100 branch 
offices of KEPCO across the nation and through these, we have not only contributed to energy saving and 
GHG reduction but also realized mutual growth with SMEs. Additionally, we are Korea’s first participant in 
the Dubai Smart City pilot project and besides this, are preparing to enter into the overseas new energy 
business sector including the U.S. and Central and South America. 

AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure): Energy Saving Service
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) consists of an interactive communication-based digital meter 
and is the technology that delivers real-time electricity prices and usage information to customers and 
enables suppliers to accurately forecast demand and manage loads. The AMI project as per the govern-
ment’s master plan for the smart grid is being implemented until 2020 and will provide advanced energy 
services for all customers in 21.94 million households. Since the development of mid-to-long-term AMI 
establishment plan in 2013, about 2.5 million households have been completed with AMI installation as of 
late 2015. There are plans to install the AMI in 2 million households across the country in 2016. With these 
efforts, KEPCO aims to lead voluntary demand responses and the electricity peak reduction of customers 
and improve the electricity quality by providing real-time electricity usage and blackout information via 
the interactive communication network. 

Expansion of Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
KEPCO has taken the lead in popularizing electric vehicles by developing quick EV chargers, conducting 
the pilot project for building charging stations on the expressway, and initiating EV sharing projects. We 
are implementing a project for building a national charging infrastructure through the establishment of a 
charging service SPC in August 2015, and plan to lay the foundation for boosting domestic EV and creating 
future electric demand by installing 3,660 charging stations by 2018. 

Next-Generation 
Technology Business 

Smart Grid Station Diagram

Photovoltaic Power Generation (PV)
PCS (Power 
Conditioning System)

EV Charge 
Monitoring

DAS (Distribution 
Automation System)
SG Station Operating 
Center

BAS (Building 
Automation System, 
Cooling & Heating 
Facility)

AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Smart Electric Appliances

Smart Lighting 

Wind Power Generation (WT)
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Micro Grid: Establishment of Eco-friendly Energy Independent Island
KEPCO established the Micro grid system, substituting diesel generators in remote and isolated regions with 
renewable energy and utilizing the energy storage system (ESS) in Gapagdo, Jeju and Gasado, Jeonnam. 
With the micro grid system, the company developed the business model for a ‘Carbon Zero Island’ and 
‘Energy Independent Island’, which would produce energy without carbon emissions and reduce energy 
supply expenses. In 2014, based on this development, KEPCO signed an agreement for the joint establish-
ment of a micro grid with Powerstream, Canada for the first time in North America. The company also set a 
SPC with local government and private enterprises to participate in the Ulleungdo ‘eco-friendly energy-in-
dependent Island building project’ in 2015. With the performance of the micro grid demonstration in Jeju 
and Jeonnam, KEPCO is aiming for a zero-diesel generation by 2020 by composing an optimal energy source 
mix. Additionally, this business model will be applied to 62 islands under KEPCO’s management. 

ESS in Gyeongsan Substation

Renewable Energy: Efforts to Achieve National Goal
As a representative public energy company, KEPCO has continuously sought measures and developed pro-
jects to achieve the national renewable energy goal (11% by 2035). Despite the finite national territory and 
climate conditions, KEPCO has carried out various renewable energy projects such as a 2.5GW offshore wind 
power facility in the Southwestern Sea, which is a government-led project, photovoltaic power generation pro-
jects in rooftops of schools and the Miryang and Technopolis clean energy supply projects in Daegu to achieve 
a national GHG reduction goal. KEPCO will also expand the domestic business development and overseas 
market based on the technology and track record accumulated through the renewable energy business.

Installation of World’s Largest Frequency Regulation ESS 
The Energy storage system (ESS) is a new technology that stores electricity for later use which, when need-
ed could be used in diverse areas including demand control, renewable energy expansion, improvement 
of electricity quality and frequency regulation. In 2013, KEPCO organized an exclusive management team, 
and established and demonstrated 4MW ESS in Jeju Jocheon Substation for the first time in Korea. We es-
tablished a phased-plan to build a 500MW ESS (for frequency regulation or F/R) over four years (2014-2017) 
in 2014. Based on this, we successfully installed Korea’s first 52MW F/R ESS in Seo-Anseong substation and 
Sin-Youngin substation and they have been in commercial service since July, 2015. An additional 184MW 
ESS was established including 48MW ESS in Gyeongsan substation in 2015, and KEPCO now possesses and 
operates the world’s largest 236MW ESS. It is expected to improve the generator output by replacing F/S re-
serve power, which was handled by the existing generating facility, and to save about KRW 60 billion of elec-
tricity purchase expenses annually. In addition, KEPCO expects that fostering the battery-related domestic 
industry will create new jobs and lay the foundation for entry into the overseas market.

Canada Micro Grid Completion
In June 2016, KEPCO held a completion ceremony of the Micro Grid in Penetanguishene, Ontario, Canada. The aim of 
the Canada Micro Grid project was to establish a micro grid for Penetanguishene, a small town with 404 households 
and 7.2MW installed capacity but without a distribution automation system. With a KEPCO-type micro grid total solu-
tion, the city is equipped with a more efficient electric power system by installing a KEPCO-developed micro grid, 
500kWh ESS and a Korean automated switch.

SPECIAL

Micro Grid in Gasado, Jennam Groundbreaking Ceremony of Ulleungdo 
Eco-friendly Energy-Independent Island
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Preserving the 
Environment

Our Approach
Clean energy is essential for the sustainable life of the next-generation. By 
recognizing the necessity to share responsibility for the environment, KEP-
CO aims to realize the sustainable energy by increasing energy efficiency 
with the application of eco-friendly smart technology to the overall value 
chain of the generation -T&D (transmission & distribution)-sales. In addi-
tion, we will set a master plan and actively develop technology for the re-
duction of GHG emissions.

Our Plan
• Establish a company-wide environment management system and provide 

regular feedback
• Construct eco-friendly power facilities such as eco-friendly steel towers 

and the expansion of underground facilities
• Reduce GHG emissions continuously and minimize wastes discharge
• Establish a carbon asset management system

KRW  3.84 trillion

Investment in the Environment 



281,000tons

Additional GHG Emission 
Reduction compared to 
the 2015 Goal 50% 

Rate of GHG Emission Reduction 
compared to Average Emission in 
2007~2009

KRW  3.84 trillion
KRW  920.5 billion

RPS Mandatory 
Implementation Cost



KEPCO pursues eco-friendliness in all areas of the electricity supply value chain and fosters a clean environ-
ment with the development of low-carbon, green technology and the improvement of energy efficiency. 

KEPCO and GENCOs strive to build an eco-friendly power supply chain by establishing an organic cooper-
ative system between the generation sector, T&D and sales. 

Expenses of GENCOs’ Environmental Investment 
All six GENCOs’ business offices have acquired and maintained the ISO 14001 certification. Expenses re-
lated to the environment totaled KRW 531.5 billion including KRW 153 billion for environmental facility 
investment, KRW 331.4 billion for environmental facility operation, KRW 27.9 billion for waste treatment 
cost, KRW 6.1 billion for environment-related R&D, KRW 100 million for maintaining the ISO 14001 certifi-
cation and KRW 13 billion for others. 

Construction and Operation of Coexisting Generation Facilities with Local Communities
GENCOs conduct an environmental impact assessment on the surrounding the environmental state and 
traffic of the construction site for new construction or the expansion of plants as well as the post-environ-
mental impact assessment for five years after completion to report the results to the government annually.  

Reduction in Pollutant Discharge by Improving the Efficiency of Domestic and Over-
seas Generation Facilities
The GENCOs have expanded the use of clean energy sources, and installed and operated desulfurization, the De-
NOx facility, and dust collection, to reduce SOx, NOx and dust. In addition, comprehensive wastewater treatment 
facilities are operated to collect wastewater in one place for physical and chemical treatment and the entire des-
ulfurized gypsum produced from coal-fired power plants is recycled for the raw material needed for cement.
For the operation of overseas plants, KEPCO strives to comply with the environmental standard in each 
country and reduce pollutants from plants by improving generation facilities and applying eco-friendly 
technology. As a result, the Illijan Plant in the Philippines was recognized as the best environmental com-
pany by the Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines in 2013. It is planned to not only reduce environ-
mental pollutants, but also enhance operating profits through the plants’ efficiency improvement project 
including the desulfurization facility enhancement of the Saudi Arabia Plant.

Generation

Joint Response of Eco-friendly 
Management

With Electricity Group Companies 

Transmission & 
Distribution

Construction & Operation of 
Eco-friendly Power Facilities

Consumption

Systematic Management of 
Electricity Demand

Eco-friendly 
Value Change

Amount of the Discharged GENCOs’ Pollutants by Source  (Unit : g/MWh)

Water Quality Air Quality 

2013

2014

2015

 SOx      NOx      Dust  COD     Suspended Matters

182
10

8

8

166

165

205

283

266

2013

2014

2015

0.203

0.146

0.133

0.088

0.069

0.039

Generation Stage

*COD : Chemical Oxygen Demand
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KEPCO constructs the transmission and distribution facilities necessary for a stable electricity supply in a 
timely manner and operates them efficiently. For the eco-friendliness of the electricity transmission & dis-
tribution stage, we continue to make efforts such as securing objectivity and transparency in the selection 
of the location of power facilities; conducting environmental impact assessment; expanding eco-friendly 
power facilities, coexisting with local communities; efforts to reduce T&D loss rate; and protecting the 
ecosystem and managing electromagnetic fields. 

Implementation and Disclosure of the Environmental Impact Assessment for Biodi-
versity Protection
In order to construct transmission lines and substations, consultation with relevant institutions and en-
vironmental impact assessment must be conducted prior to business implementation. KEPCO complies 
with the Environmental Impact Assessment Act, conducts assessments before the construction of all 
transmission lines and substations, and discloses the results on the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Support System (www.eiass.go.kr). 
We exclude regions with high biodiversity value. At the stage of the environmental impact assessment, we 
investigate habitats by focusing on protected species (endangered species), indigenous species, specific 
species, and species that inhabit the area in groups; predict the likely impact; and prepare measures to re-
duce the impact. At the construction stage, managers responsible for the content of the consultation are 
appointed, and the relevant contents are verified and inspected using a post environmental impact assess-
ment. At the stage of the completion of construction, we restore habitats damaged by the construction to 
the original condition as much as possible through discussions with local governments. We have also rein-
forced the tasks for the environmental impact assessment by placing a total of four external environmental 
experts in the headquarters and construction offices and enhance the environmental mindset of executives 
and employees through various efforts such as publishing guidelines for the environmental impact assess-
ment in T&D facilities and the management manual for the compliance of legal matters, sharing violation 
cases of environmental regulations and implementing education for the prevention of any recurrences.  

Transmission & 
Distribution Stage

Expansion of the Eco-friendly Power Facility Construction
KEPCO continues to expand the construction of eco-friendly power facilities by developing eco-friendly 
equipment and the construction method with the least impact on the surrounding environment. To this 
end, we use more aesthetically pleasing tubular steel poles or apply eco-friendly coating on steel towers, 
and we have developed and operated epoxy mold insulated switches, replacing SF6 gas for preventing 
the release of GHG. Through efforts to revise laws and regulations on the installation of power facilities, 
we reduced the depth of underground wiring pipes, shortened the period for road excavation and min-
imized any inconveniences to pedestrians by mandating to secure space for the installation of ground 
equipment within buildings. Furthermore, KEPCO has been transforming the aesthetic urban landscape 
by mandating communication lines to be buried along with distribution lines.  

Processing PCBs in Waste Transformers
To meet the national implementation plan of the Stockholm Convention, KEPCO has established and oper-
ated a systematic management system for the complete eradication of PCBs (Poly Chlorinated Biphenyls). 
Waste transformers to be disposed are strictly controlled in accordance with the PCBs management proce-
dure and those with 2 ppm and over in the concentration level of PCBs are processed by companies that 
specialize in PCBs that processed 260,000 units as of 2015. We will implement a strict safety management for 
PCBs from removal and storage to analysis, the disposal and sales of transformers and carry out economical 
and stable processing of PCBs through the constant discovery of new construction technologies.  
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Strategies for Coping with Climate Change
At COP21 in Paris, France, Korea set the national mitigation target by 37% from BAU (business as usual) 
by 2030. Of the total national GHG emission of 690 million tons (as of the end of 2013), KEPCO and GEN-
COs take up 1.42 million tons (0.2%) and 220 million tones (32%), respectively, and we will implement 
activities to bring GHG emissions down to the similar level of the master plan for the reduction of GHG 
emissions. Under the master plan, KEPCO set a vision of Korea’s best optimal green energy company and 
plans to perform a leading role to achieve the GHG emission reduction target by setting a carbon man-
agement system; securing GHG reduction core technologies including CCS; reinforcing R&D cooperation; 
preoccupying the global climate market. 

Coping with Climate 
Change Master Plan for GHG Emission Reductions

Carbon Asset Management System

Performing a role as Control 
Tower for climate change in 
the field of power industry

·Reducing GHG emissions by 40% compared to 2007~2009 by 2020 
·Creating a new growth engine by commercializing technology for GHG emission reductions 
·Building an image of the best eco-friendly company by reinforcing carbon management

The Most Valuable Green KEPCO
Korea’s best optimal green energy company

Develop and apply 
technology for reducing 

GHG emissions

Promote the image of an 
eco-friendly company and 

reinforce carbon management

Establishment of 
the GHG Integrated 

Inventory

Management of 
Certified Emission 

Reduction (CER)
Emission Trading 

Support

· Establishing the inventory for 
 integrating data on GHG 
 emissions

· Managing the GHG emission 
 reduction business 
· Managing the current status of 

assigned CER (certified emission 
reduction)

· Managing the current status of 
 offset CER 
· Managing the content of trading CER

· Supporting application for 
 assignment of CER
· Supporting the optimal 
 portfolio for trading CER
· Supporting simulation of 
 trading CER

Vision

Goal

Strategy

Calculation of 
GHG Emissions

· Substation SF6 emission/
 collection 
· Distribution SF6 emission/
 collection 
· Amount of fuel used by remote 

generation facilities 
· Amount of fuel used for heating 

and electricity in the company

Sales Stage Establishment of New Demand Control Strategy based on Stable Electricity Supply 
and Demand
KEPCO has contributed to stabilizing the electricity supply and demand by systematically and actively 
managing electricity demand. As the supply and demand have recently stabilized, we are implementing a 
new demand control strategy and promoting a switch to market-oriented autonomous demand manage-
ment from the conventional supply and demand measures for emergencies. In accordance with the di-
rection of the government’s policy to foster new electric power businesses, we have discovered a new de-
mand control business model using new electric power technology, ESS and promoted the development 
of a new demand control business model in cooperation with SMEs and the efficiency of demand control.
KEPCO also contributes to a reduction in the total national energy amount by expanding investment in an 
efficiency enhancement project and providing demand control consulting services that induce the rea-
sonable electricity consumption of customers with the provision of electricity information via electricity 
big data. With the further expansion of the AMI supply, we plan to develop and demonstrate a demand 
management business model involving the people’s participation and expand measures that allow the 
people to participate in demand control in real time. 
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Reduction of 
GHG Emissions

Emission Trading System (ETS)
As part of the GHG target management system in 2014, KEPCO was assigned a 40% reduction target com-
pared to the base year (2007~2009) and secured the early reduction of the amount. This amount of reduc-
tion can be utilized in supplementing CER, which could be insufficient after the implementation of the 
Emission Trading System (ETS). The government allocated annual CERs to KEPCO for the period of the 
first plan, from 2015 to 2017, and the ETS implementation cost is estimated to be about KRW 19.5 billion 
for the first plan period. 

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
The Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS), which took effect from 2012, is a system used to supply a certain 
rate of the total generation amount with renewable energy for GHG emission reduction and the further 
development of renewable energy. KEPCO made up for KRW 920.5 billion in the total expense of the GEN-
COs in 2015 due to PRS implementation and the mandatory supply ratio of PRS in 2015 was 3%.

Change in GHG Emission (Unit : 10,000 tCO2e)

Base Year (2007~2009)

Base Year 264

2012 130

2013 143

2014

2015

142

131

Joint Response of KEPCO Group Companies to Climate Change
KEPCO and GENCOs recognize the climate change issue as a crisis but also a new opportunity for the ener-
gy industry and launched “COK11 (Conference of KEPCO Group Companies to cope with climate change)” 
in June 2016. We will satisfy the government’s policy to reduce the national GHG and contribute to achiev-
ing the national GHG reduction target as early as possible through the COK11. In addition, KEPCO aims 
to revitalize the economy through job creation and new business expansion, and to continue expanding 
the electric power industry environment by pioneering the overseas market in cooperation with SMEs.

Establishment of the Carbon Management System 
To analyze the current status of company-wide GHG emissions and manage carbon assets, KEPCO is estab-
lishing CAMS (Carbon Asset Management System) and plans to complete the setting of the system by the lat-
ter half of 2016 to establish a portfolio for analyzing data on CER (certified emission reduction), monitoring 
data on GHG on a real-time basis, and managing the optimal CER. We will also prepare the joint measures of 
the electricity sector in accordance with the implementation of the emission trading system by advancing 
CAMS and building a system connected with the electricity group companies from 2017. 

Conference of KEPCO Group Companies to 
Cope with Climate change
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Global Certificate for GHG Emission Reduction
Carbon Trust Standard (CTS)
KEPCO’s efforts and performance to reduce GHG emissions were recognized by the Korea Productivity 
Center and Carbon Trust, the UK’s non-profit organization established to pursue the shift to a sustainable 
low-carbon economy, and the company acquired its first CTS (Carbon Trust Standard), a global certificate 
for carbon management, in 2013. Two years later, we once again passed the review with stricter standards 
for GHG emission reductions and the assessment for recertification.

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)
In 2015, KEPCO submitted the open report for CDP climate change information and disclosed its data 
on carbon emissions and relevant policies to 822 investors around the world. As a result, the company’s 
efforts to enhance transparency in the GHG information and achieve performance in the GHG reduction 
were recognized and we achieved 2nd place in the energy sector.

Collect SF6 Gas in 
Power Facilities 

Analyze and Purify Gas Store and Transport 
(Unit : Cylinder) 

Recycle (Transformation 
GIS, GSB and etc.)

Process of SF6 Gas Collection 

SF6 GAS
SF6 GAS

Reinforcement of GHG Reduction Technology
KEPCO strives to reduce GHG emissions to contribute to the national emission reduction initiative, which 
is to reduce the expected amount of GHG emissions (BAU, Business as Usual) by 30% by 2020, and deal 
with the ETS which has been in operation since 2015. Through the continual development and applica-
tion of GHG reduction technologies, we reduced the emissions by 50.4%, in 2015, compared to the av-
erage emission amount of 2.64 million tons during the base year (2007~2009), This was achieved with a 
significant reduction in the GHG emissions by increasing the collection rate of SF6 gas, which accounts for 
about 80% of the total GHG emission amount to 97% from 80%.   
In 2015, KEPCO reduced about 8000 tons of GHG emissions through the trial application of a technology 
that recycles SF6 after its collection and purification and plans to expand the application to all branch 
offices. Additionally, we will develop an insulation material which could decompose or replace SF6 to 
achieve zero SF6 emissions, in the long term.
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·Replaced 20,457 lights with high-efficiency LED lights in office buildings 
 (replacement rate of 62%)
·Checked the energy performance of the buildings and promoted improvements in 

energy efficiency (3 sites)
·Disseminated 6,454 units of energy-saving certified products (printers, desktop 

computers and mini-PCs)
·Established the SG station (73 buildings) and integrated management system 
·Installed 962 units of low-loss transformer and replaced 13,815 units of decrepit 

transformers

Equipment 
Efficiency 

Energy Saving Activities

KEPCO vigorously carries out energy saving activities including saving more energy, making equipment 
more efficient and expanding the supply of renewable energy. Despite new constructions such as a new 
HQ building and an increase of manpower, through considerable efforts, KRW 20.8 billion was saved in en-
ergy-related budget including charges for electricity and water and automobile expenses compared to the 
previous year. With the organization of an Energy Saving Committee with the domestic vice president serv-
ing as its chairman, we have established a superior system to plan and check company-wide energy-sav-
ing efforts for buildings and IT equipment and reinforced the management regarding the performance ca-
pabilities of subordinate groups by designating managers in charge of energy conservation at each office 
building and conducting energy-saving campaigns for the summer and winter. We also operate ‘Energy 
Portal System’, which allows the swift and accurate monitoring of the company-wide energy usage, to check 
the performance frequently and provide feedback on implementation results. KEPCO will take the lead in 
improving the continuity of energy resources and reducing GHG emissions by continuously carrying out 
reasonable measures for energy and water use through the performance improvement of buildings and 
facilities, renewable energy expansion, and energy waste prevention. 

2012

2,995

2012

2,843

2013

2,670

2013

2,838

2014

2,701

2014

3,096

2015

2,572

2015

3,468

Amount of Water Use  (Unit : 1,000 tons)Amount of Energy Use  (Unit : TJ)

Major Energy Saving Activities in 2015

·Applied 1,727kW of ground heat equipment to newly constructed buildings (6 sites)
·Established carbon management with CAMS
·Purchased 331 units of compact cars/eco-friendly cars (purchase rate of 97%)
·Promoted to be certified for global carbon management 
 (acquired CTS certification, 2nd place for CDP)

Renewable 
Energy

* Energy Data: electricity, heating fuel and cooking fuel of 
buildings and electric power supply facilities

*  Water Data: water supply used at buildings (domestic 
branch office buildings)

·Operated the special periods for saving energy during the summer and winter
·Set a temperature limit for air conditioning and heating 
 (Over 28℃ for air conditioning, below 18℃ for heating) 
·Turn off lights en bloc at lunch and at night (20:00, 23:00)
·Designated managers in charge of energy conservation at each office building, 
 conducted activities to eliminate the waste element
·Implemented an in-house campaign to encourage energy saving

Energy Saving
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SPECIAL

Seoul  Total Energy Provider Demonstration Project

Incheon  Build Green Power Port

Daejeon Chungnam  
Develop New Biz Model utilizing ESS

Gyeonggi  Pioneer Overseas New Energy Markets

Jeonbuk  Saemanguem Energy Independent City

Gwangju Jeonnam Establish a Comprehensive 
Support System for Energy Valley Companies

Central Area Construction Division  
Develop a Standard Model for 500kV HVDC Construction

Jeju  Renewable Connected Convergence 
Substation

North Gyeonggi
Improve Supply Measures for Large Customer  

Smart Underground  South Seoul

Foster the Carbon Offset Forest Gangwon

Seoul-Incheon Construction Division
Carbon Free Convergence Energy Park

SF6 Gas Purification & Recycle Business   Chungbuk
Daegu Gyeongbuk

IoT-based Smart Diagnostic System

Gyeongnam
Build Infrastructure for Electric Vehicles 

and Electric Bicycles 

Busan Ulsan
Support Model for the Energy Independent 
Law on compensation and support for the 

neighboring areas of T&D facilities

Southern Area Construction Division
Develop New Technology for 

Electric Power Tunnel  

Advanced Farm – A.C.E Farm, Cultivate Agricultural 
Products with Renewable Energy
KEPCO concluded an MOU with Jeonnam Agricultural Research & Extension 
Service in June 2016 for a field test of the ‘A.C.E Farm’ that converges agri-
culture and energy. ‘A.C.E Farm’ is a future greenhouse model of farm house 
installation which enables the supply and control electricity for controlled 
horticulture farms by utilizing renewable energy including photovoltaic and 
geothermal heat, ESS and EMS without the use of fossil fuels. It is expected 
that the A.C.E Farm would not only extend the incomes of the farms through 
the automation and advancement of farming, as the ageing of farmers and 
enlargement of equipment progress, but also decrease GHG emissions dra-
matically by increasing the efficiency of electricity use with renewable ener-
gy. This field test will set up a cutting-edge glass house, mushroom growing 

Fostering Carbon Offset Forest
KEPCO carries out diverse projects with the people’s participation to cut 
carbon emissions. In April 2016, the Gangwon division of KEPCO signed an 
agreement with the Korea Forest Service to promote the ‘people’s participa-
tory carbon offset forest’ project and created the carbon offset forest units 
1 and 2 in the Taebaek area. There are plans to plant 25,000 trees in a total 
of 49 sites by building the carbon offset forest network targeting 32 branch 
offices nationwide. 

company and renewable equipment and supply a renewable energy source 
for air-conditioning and the heating necessary for cultivating special crops 
on the site of the research center. Based on the results of the field test, the 
business model will be expanded to other farms. 

* A·C·E Farm (Agriculture Convergence Energy for Farm)

Green Power Port (Shore Power)
Shore Power’ is an eco-friendly system that supplies the electricity necessary 
for anchoring vessels from the land while reducing the contamination of 
waste oil due to the operation of diesel generators. At present, Shore Power 
demand tends to increase due to the strengthening of environmental regu-
lations in North America and Europe and it is expected to be introduced to 
Korea with an increased interest in the environment. The Incheon division 
of KEPCO signed a MOU with the Korea Energy Agency and Incheon Port Au-
thority to protect the clear blue ocean by providing Shore Power to vessels 
entering into Incheon port. 

New Energy Business Coping with Climate Change Smart Electricity Grid Sharing Economy

Smart Farm 
System
PV

Heat 
Pump ESS Power 

Supply

PV

Power System

Structure of Shore Power

Access to 
Land Grid Transformer Frequency 

Regulations 
Coupling 

Cable Vessel Faucet

Implement Tailored, 
Specialized Regional Business
In order to realize a clean and clear en-
vironment, KEPCO implements carbon 
reduction projects to cope with climate 
change and to conduct 35 new ener-
gy businesses that suit the regional 
conditions by the unit of the regional 
headquarters or construction division. 
Through various projects including a car-
bon offset forest and Green Power Port, 
we not only aim to cut carbon emissions 
but strive to develop new technology 
and to discover the growth engines. 

Heat Storage Tank
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SPECIAL

KEPCO won an order for the wind power generation project in Fujeij, 
Jordan in 2013 and completed the conclusion of the electricity sales 
contract in 2015. In the meantime, it was verified that the site where the 
wind power generating facilities would be constructed is adjacent to the 
main route of migratory birds, hence, KEPCO conducted various research 
to find measures for protecting the birds. After a basic environment sur-
vey through an environmental impact evaluation in 2013, continuous 
studies were conducted on the migration period of the birds through the 
entire springtime (early March - mid-May). 

The study results on various items including number, flight altitude, time 
& direction, age and sex of migratory birds in the prearranged-construc-
tion area showed that 8,915 birds, which is 46.5% of the total 19,169 birds 
observed during the field survey, flew at an altitude within the danger-
ous zone. In addition, analysis results on the risk of bird mortality by 
wind turbine estimated more than ten birds would be killed annually at 
ten turbines. The majority of the birds are less-concerned species and 
not endangered species, and mortality is very small (maximum 0.06%) 
compared to total population by species. However, the following plans 
were prepared to minimize the impact to the bird mortality considering 
the accumulated effect for the construction of many wind farms. 

It was decided to adopt a system that would halt the turbines when nec-
essary for the period of the birds’ migration by installing an observer led 
surveillance system. This was introduced to decrease bird mortality by 
pausing the turbines when a specific number of birds enter into the dan-
ger zone. This system has been operated for a wind farm in Portugal in 
which no bird mortality has been seen for five years even though more 
than 4,000 birds fly through the area in the autumn season.  

Besides, KEPCO plans to minimize the negative impacts on the environ-
ment during construction and operation by developing many measures 
such as altering the migration route of the birds by providing prey out-
side of the construction site and burying the lines underground from 
wind power generators to the substation. We strive to make no mistake 
in harming the preservation of any other eco-friendly elements; animals 
and plants, while constructing and operating eco-friendly wind farms, 
and will make continual efforts to conserve the environment such as 
protecting biological diversity in terms of business development and 
operation. 

Stop Turbines for the Flight of Migratory Birds – Wind Power Generation, Fujeij, Jordan
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Joining 
Humanity

Our Approach
Due to low growth in the global economy, expectations for corporate so-
cial responsibility have increased. KEPCO will become a global company, 
developing together with stakeholders. We will not only foster the Bitgaram 
Energy Valley to create shared value with local communities within the area 
where KEPCO HQ relocated, but also carry out social contribution activities 
in line with our electricity business, as well as mutual growth with SMEs.

Our Plan
• Attract 500 energy-related companies within the area where HQ relocated 

by 2020
• Improve the implementation of CSV (Creating Shared Value) businesses 

that specialize in the electric power industry
• Conduct eyesight recovery operation on 1,004 persons by 2021

KRW 262.2 billion

Amount of Discounts for Energy Welfare



133 companies

Number of Companies that 
Signed an Agreement for 
Energy Valley Investment153 persons 

Domestic and Overseas 
Beneficiaries of Eyesight
Recovery Operations

KRW 5.83 trillion

Performance of Purchasing 
SME Products



Attract Joint Investment Provide Investment 
Incentive 

SMEs Support Fund Energy Valley

EV Charging Infrastructure Eco-friendly Energy 
Independence 

Expansion of Local 
Investment 

Reinforcement of 
Vulnerable 

Attract Business/Mutual Growth

Investment Expansion/Local Economy Vitalization 

Start-ups & Relocated 
Institutes 

Bitgaram Era and New Challenges
In December 2014, KEPCO moved the headquarters to the joint innovation city in Gwangju, Jeonnam and 
made the first step towards the successful establishment of a joint development model with local com-
munities called the ‘Bitgaram Energy Valley’ by taking it as an opportunity to open a new future. 

Bitgaram Energy Valley
Bitgaram Energy valley refers to a project that KEPCO initiated to make Gwangju/Jeonnam ‘Korea’s elec-
tricity capital’. It is to foster a global energy cluster that specializes in the electricity energy industry for 
joint development with local communities by connecting to the Gwangju/Jeonnam strategic industrial 
belt, the cultural advanced industrial belt of Gwangju and the renewable energy belt of Mokpo and Muan 
with Bitgaram Innovation City as the center. 

Bitgaram
Innovation 

City

Focus on Industry-
Academy-Research  

Cluster

Gwangju
/Jeonnam

Connected with 
Strategic Industrial Belt

IT Convergence Belt

Bitgaram Innovation City

Cultural Advanced Industrial Belt

Renewable Energy Belt

Agrifood & Bio Industrial Belt

Glocal Creative Economic Zone that specializes in the Electricity 
Energy Industry growing together with local communities in Gwangju/Jeonnam

Bitgaram Era, A New 
Leap Forward for the

 “Bitgaram Energy 
Valley”
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Efforts to Improve Culture, Environment and the Quality of Life in Local 
Communities
With the launch of the project to establish a ‘New Underground 
Model’ in the specialized street in Naju, KEPCO completed the 
detailed design of the first phase section. Moreover, we provide 
a cultural space for screening films and concerts by opening the 
company building to the public and carry out events to support 
the underprivileged class including the provision of scholarship 
and Home-Coming day for multi-cultural families.

Making a Consensus on Energy Valley and Building a Promotion System
KEPCO signed an MOU to successfully create the Energy Valley between public energy companies, 
Gwangju Metropolitan Government, Jeollanam-do Provincial Office, and Naju City Government and built 
a cooperative partnership through an MOU for R&D and HR development with seven local universities in 
Gwangju/Jeonnam including Chonnam National University. Additionally, the Energy Valley Frontier 77 
Seminar was held for the first year of the energy valley creation and 77 companies signed the agreements 
for investment to gather to successfully create the energy valley. 

Attracting Local Investment and R&D 
KEPCO has signed the energy valley investment agreements with 133 companies (as of June 2016) since 
2015 and a groundbreaking ceremony was held for the relocation of Bosung Power, which is the first com-
pany that signed the Bitgaram Energy Valley agreement, to the Naju Industrial Complex in April 2016. 
Through the industry-academy-research R&D cooperation, customized local R&D investment has also 
expanded, and the groundwork to attract overseas companies was prepared by signing an MOU between 
KEPCO-local government-KOTRA in 2016.

The first company signed the agreement to 
invest in the Bitgaram Energy Valley

Performances

BIXPO 2015 Energy Valley R&D Center HR Development of Local 
Universities 

Scholarship for Electrical 
Engineering 

Provide a Cultural Space Support the Underprivileged Eco-friendly Park Improve the Local 
Environment

R&D/HR Development

Enhance Communication/Win-Win Growth

KEPCO

Local Government
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Attracting Companies and Mutual Growth
KEPCO strives to foster an environment in which R&D institutes, the advanced knowledge industry and 
new businesses can take root more easiliy by firmly supporting SMEs, midsize businesses and start-ups. 
As part of these efforts, we donated a ‘fund for nurturing SMEs’ for financing the companies and an addi-
tional donation is being carried out in 2016. The ‘Energy Valley Corporate Development Institute,’ which 
is to provide care for relocated businesses and start-ups and support for R&D, and the ‘Energy Valley R&D 
Center,’ which is to be built in 100,000 m2 will establish new energy technologies, establish a demonstra-
tion infrastructure and conduct the performance tests of products developed by companies in the Valley, 
are also scheduled to be completed by September 2017 and 2020, respectively. 

Expansion of Industry-Academy-Research R&D and Development of Human Resources
KEPCO will vigorously support the reinforcing research capabilities of local colleges by intensively investing 
in the industry-academy-research R&D such as the Energy IT sector in connection with local colleges and 
held the world’s first electric power technology exposition, ‘BIXPO 2015’. We are also preparing to operate 
job fairs and training programs such as the electric power technology camp and overseas voluntary work to 
foster talented people. There are plans to continue to develop HR development programs and invest KRW 
10 billion in industry-academy-research R&D.

Vitalization of the Local Economy by Expanding Energy-Specialized Businesses 
To show the “future” to companies, KEPCO plans to lead the future-oriented energy business including 
the smart city and smart campus, and expand investment in the T&D and IT sectors in Gwangju/Jeonnam. 
Moreover, in the new energy industry sector, we will provide “future opportunities” to companies to fos-
ter the industrial environment from R&D, components and materials to finished-product production and 
attract participation from many relevant companies. In particular, the community development center of 
Chonnam National University forecasted that the economic effect of creating the energy valley would large-
ly influence the vitalization of the local economy in Gwangju/Jeonnam, for example, KRW 2.9 trillion on the 
outcome of production inducement and the creation of roughly 30,000 jobs by 2025. With the innovation 
city as the center, KEPCO also plans to make Naju into the first smart city of the world by increasing the 
renewable energy independence and expanding the smart grid. 

Blueprint for the Energy Valley
KEPCO will realize the vision for the Bitgaram Energy Valley to ensure the balanced development of the 
national territory and vitalize the local economy, as well as the future of KEPCO. We will put extensive 
efforts into realizing the successful joint development of regions and the creative economy through the 
challenges we will face. We expect to realize “the best energy valley of the world” earlier through every-
one's attention and interest. 

Bitgaram Energy Valley 

Preview of the Energy Valley in 2025

In 2025, Na KEPCO, the general manager of a team at KEPCO HQ, lives with his family in a housing complex built 
nearby the innovation city. His family who worried about the relocation to the city is now very satisfied with the 
developing living conditions and educational environment they experience from day to day. Before Mr. Na leaves 
home for work, he checks the battery life of his EV parked in the garage via the smart home system and moves 
the EV to the front of the house with an unattended driving system. Then he uploads a message to double-check 
today’s dinner schedule and the location to the home server which is automatically sent to his family members’ 
smartphones. The monitor displays the health condition of the entire family and an alarm recommending him to 
stroll for more than 1 km. When he arrives at the office after breakfast, he confirms the schedule of the day which 
includes a meeting with a manager of the largest electricity technology company in the US regarding a trial appli-
cation of an industrial fuel cell, and in the afternoon, a lecture on the energy valley creation strategy at the energy 
valley R&D graduate school, jointly established with four universities in metropolitan and local areas and the rele-
vant research institute. The lecture targets a group of people from overseas to observe the industry for the energy 
valley benchmarking. After work, Mr. Na enjoys a classic concert held at a lake park in the innovation city with his 
family. He wraps up the busy but worthwhile day by watching the accompanied concert of a world class orchestra 
and the recently spotlighted Naju orchestra. 

Future Plans
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Overview of Social Contribution Activities
KEPCO’s social service corps, which was organized in 2004, is the largest size service corps with all 20,000 
employees engaged among the public companies. KEPCO conducts specialized social contribution ac-
tivities such as supporting electricity bills for low-income households, helping patients at risk of losing 
their eyesight from low-income households to undergo eyesight recovery surgery, and the 119 disaster 
relief squad. We also strive to share the light and love with society by conducting various social contri-
bution activities such as creating jobs and carrying out global voluntary work through support for social 
enterprises. KEPCO will continuously operate social contribution programs suitable for global needs and 
contribute to local communities.

Social Contribution Organization Chart for KEPCO Social Service Corps 

Performance of the Welfare Discount for Electricity Bills (Unit : KRW 100 million)

Disabled 591

Patriots and Veterans 13
Basic Livelihood 
Security Recipients 498

Near-poverty 27

Social Welfare Facilities 562
Households with Three 
Children and Over 604

Large Families 318

Life-support System 9

2015

2,622

HQ Offices & 
Departments

Regional 
Divisions

(Primary and 
Secondary Offices, 
Overseas Branch)

Construction 
Offices
(Branch)

Special Business 
Offices

Bureau 
(Win-Win Corporation Administration)

Captain

Vice-Captain (Vice President)

Jeju

Lifesaving team (4)
Medical service 
team (2)
On-site support 
team (1)

7 Persons

Organization Chart for 119 Disaster Relief Squad

Seoul

Lifesaving team (11)
Medical service 
team (4)
On-site support 
team (28)

43 Persons

Chungcheong & 
Gangwon

Lifesaving team (12)
Medical service 
team  (11)
On-site support 
team (20)

43 Persons

Honam

Lifesaving team (11)
Medical service 
team (10)
On-site support 
team (21)

42 Persons

Daegu 
Gyeongbuk

Lifesaving team (10)
Medical service 
team (5)
On-site support 
team (7)

22  Persons

Busan 
Gyeongnam

Lifesaving team (9)
Medical service 
team (6)
On-site support 
team (11)

26 Persons

Captain 
(Director of Win-Win Cooperation Division)

Vice-Captain 
(Deputy Director of Win-Win Cooperation Division)

General Manager
(GM of Social Contribution Team)

Quick Reaction 
Team

Overseas Relief 
Team 
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Social Contribution Activities for Job Creation
Support Social Enterprises and Cooperatives
KEPCO creates jobs for the vulnerable through the vitalization of social enterprises and cooperatives, and 
assisted 30 companies in total with KRW 1.35 billion from 2012 to 2015. 

Hope Rainbow Project
KEPCO’s Hope Rainbow Project provides management funds for low-income, self-employed business oper-
ators and social enterprises by collecting small amounts under KRW 1,000 taken from the wages of all execu-
tives and employees every month. In 2012-2015, KRW 560 million was offered to 26 companies through this 
project. We also played a big role in fostering a social economy environment by holding the ‘Idea contest for 
vitalizing the social economy’ and will carry out various projects to create high-quality jobs.

Tailored Social Contribution Activities
Sharing the Love of Labor and Joint Management
KEPCO implements joint labor-management voluntary work year-round, especially for the national holi-
days and year-end & New Years, in which all executives and employees perform voluntary work by visiting 
social welfare facilities. The company also contributes to improve the quality of life of neighbors with im-
paired physical mobility by installing wireless power switches to turn the lights on & off while lying down. 

Social Contribution Activities that Specialize in the Electricity Business 
Energy Welfare Discount
KEPCO provided welfare discounts for electricity bills worth KRW 262.3 billion in 2015 for basic livelihood 
security recipients and social welfare facilities. As we carried out a project for sharing energy with love to 
support low-income households who have difficulty paying electricity bills, we helped 19,252 households 
with KRW 2.57 billion from 2003 to 2015. Additionally, KEPCO has newly launched a system for discount-
ing 20% in electricity bills for facilities that help protect the female victims of domestic violence and ex-
panded the ‘target of the exemption of paying a deposit’ to lift the economic burden in using electricity 
by tenants.

Eye Love Project
KEPCO has helped underprivileged people by supporting eyesight recovery surgeries for the visually im-
paired every year at home and abroad. By 2015, we have supported eyesight recovery operations for 602 
persons in total, including 524 in Korea and 78 in foreign countries. We will continue to increase the bene-
ficiaries and support a total of 1,004 persons in total by 2021 with the eyesight recovery surgery.

KEPCO 119 Disaster Relief Squad 
KEPCO founded 119 Disaster Relief Squad consisting of 232 experts in lifesaving and emergency medical 
services in October 2010 for the first time among domestic public enterprises and has conducted emer-
gency relief activities for various disasters and catastrophes. The squad provided medical services for na-
tional events (11 times) including the 2015 Gwangju Universiade, Love Electricity Marathon tournament 
and BIXPO and an annual total of 7,363 persons participated 42 times to join disaster relief activities and 
medical services up to date. 
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Talent Donation
KEPCO employees share various talents by establishing a talent donation pool in 3,655 fields such as lan-
guage and musical instruments. In 2015, a total of 2,234 employees participated, and more employees are 
expected to donate their talents.

Support Children and Youths
KEPCO posts photos of missing children on electricity bill statements in the hope of finding missing chil-
dren and persistently conducts a campaign to prevent children from going missing. From 2004 to 2015, 
we have pinned a total of 1,768,387 name tags and shared the joy of having 109 missing children returned 
to their homes. Besides this, we set up a sisterhood relationship with 287 regional children centers na-
tionwide to carry out voluntary work such as academic instructions, cultural experience, and supporting 
meals. KEPCO helps young people in disadvantaged households make their dreams come true by volun-
teering as mentors for them.

SPECIAL

Crowd Funding
KEPCO vigorously implements the national project, ‘vitalization of cooperatives and social enterprises,’ by 
carrying out a project assisting start-ups and management improvement for social economic vitalization. Par-
ticularly in 2015, the crowd funding technique was utilized with the SNS media and the internet to conduct the 
business of financing start-ups (management improvement) and a fund of KRW 120 million was raised by 1,504 
attentive investors. 

On this, KEPCO offered help to companies who experience difficulties in financing the initial capital by loan-
ing three times the amount, at most, for companies (14 businesses) that raised 80% or more of their target 
amount. Additionally, KEPCO conducted an audition regarding citizens’ investment for crowd funding compa-
nies to provide objective evaluations and feedback from the general public on their business items. Through 
systematic consulting with four-stages (financing, training, mentoring and PR), we contributed towards the 
vitalization of start-ups so that they could lay bases to stabilize the businesses. 

Supporting Status in 2015

KRW 120 
million

KRW 300 
million

Fund Raising

Company 
Support

29 Companies

14 Companies

Social Enterprise (12), Cooperatives (7), 
Social Venture (10)

Social Enterprise (7), Cooperatives (3), 
Social Venture (4)

Amount of 
Funding 

Funding 
Method

Subject to 
Funding

Business Type
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“KEPCO helped me to understand my mother’s home country.”

KEPCO carries out customized social contribution activities by considering the characteristics of the local 
community members. In 2015, ‘Home-Coming Day with KEPCO’ was held for 15 multicultural families in 
Naju and South Gwangju where KEPCO HQ relocated, and through this event, we assisted 51 people to visit 
their homeland, the Philippines. 

Under the theme of ‘sharing happiness and growing dreams,’ the event consisted of the home country visit 
for seven nights and eight days, special lecture, university visit and volunteer work and the reported sat-
isfaction level was very high. In particular, it was not just a home country visit but also an opportunity to 
motivate and inspire the members of multicultural families so that they could be a help to someone. 

Mr. Huh Jungmyeong, who is a student of Yeongsan Middle School in Naju and accompanied his mother, 
Marizel on the trip to the Philippines said, “I was very happy to visit my mother’s home country and meet 
her family members for the first time thanks to this home-coming event by KEPCO and I want to be a per-
son who strives for friendly relations between the two countries and development by learning the Tagalog 
language, history and culture of the Philippines” and emphasized that the social contribution activities of 
KEPCO for multicultural families contributed to rasing the pride in being a member of the local community. 

Through these efforts, KEPCO plays an important role not only to help children from multicultural families 
find their identities and self-confidence but also to enhance the understanding of the home country of their 
mothers and cultivate the will to become a mediator between the two nations. 

Meanwhile, KEPCO has enthusiastically fulfilled our social responsibilities as a global utility company by 
conducting projects such as building a primary school, developing the environment and educational ser-
vice in the area of the Ilijan Power Plant, the Philippines from 2013 as well as the homecoming event. 

  Home Country Visiting Support Project for Multicultural Families

Assisted Visit to the Philippines for 
Multicultural Families in Naju, South 
Gwangju

 Interview Lee, Hyunseok, KEPCO College Student 
Overseas Volunteer Group

Please, briefly introduce the KEPCO College Student Overseas Volunteer Group.
KEPCO operates an overseas volunteer group consisting of college students that brightens and eliminates 
the darkness by supplying electric power facilities in areas having difficulties in supplying electricity such 
as Vietnam, the Philippines, Cambodia and Indonesia.

Please elaborate upon the activities performed at Hua tat village, Vietnam by the volunteer group.
Hua tat village is a small rural village near Laos’s border. The area is not yet modern, civilized and lacks the 
amount of electricity supply with the insufficient establishment of electricity facilities. For this reason, we 
installed sunlight streetlights for about 200m from the access road of the village to the culture center as 
well as the photovoltaic power generator at the school. 

Please, share your thoughts on the differentiated identity of the KEPCO College Volunteer Group and the 
future action plans of the group. 
We carry out strategic social contribution activities that can maximize the identity of KEPCO and vigorously 
utilize the characteristics of the business as a strategy for our volunteer work beyond the simple provision 
of labor. As mentioned before, the installation of the photovoltaic electricity equipment would be an ex-
ample. The KEPCO College Volunteer Group will further carry out activities to shed warm light in countries 
with a short supply of electricity.

“Light Up a Mountain Village in Vietnam by Sharing.”
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Fostering Robust SMEs by Enhancing Capabilities for Technology Innovation
To secure the management stability of SMEs, KEPCO implements projects to enhance their technical ca-
pabilities. We provide KRW 6 billion a year to conduct mutual growth projects such as cooperative R&D 
with SMEs, and purchase the excellent products of the cooperative R&D for use. Moreover, support in 
expenses for overseas standard authentication and domestic and overseas official qualification tests will 
help improve the quality competitiveness of SMEs. KEPCO also provides assistance in innovation con-
sulting and building the smart plants of partners through the active participation in the government-led 
industrial innovation movement to reinforce the productivities of SMEs. 

Mutual Growth with 
SMEs

Held an Event Promoting Exports and Participated Jointly with SMEs in a Major Overseas Exhibition 

Bitgaram Mutual Growth Festival

Promoting SMEs' Exports by Reinforcing Support for Overseas Sales Channels
In order to increase competitiveness in exports by enhancing the global marketing capabilities of SMEs, 
which lack human resources specialized in overseas marketing, KEPCO holds events for promoting exports 
that utilize the global brand power of KEPCO by organizing an overseas pioneering group with SMEs, and 
participates in overseas exhibitions. We held 46 events in total for promoting exports with 669 SMEs tar-
geting 72 countries from 2010 to 2015, and led SMEs’ exports worth USD 315.84 million in 2015 alone. The 
amount of SMEs’ exports also reached USD 21.26 million in total by entering the overseas market together 
with private construction companies and equipment companies for the large overseas projects of KEPCO. 
In addition, we have supported SMEs’ exports  with outstanding export capabilities in the electric power sec-
tor by adopting a system for the export guarantee brand of partners for the first time among domestic public 
enterprises since 2013. Those who want to join the export guarantee brand project undergo an assessment 
on the capabilities such as business credibility, competitiveness in exports and product satisfaction via a 
contest. We expand and operate the range of the target sector not only to the T&D but also generation, com-
ponents and the new energy industry. The ‘Local branch set up project’ is conducted in cooperation with 
KOTRA to offer assistance in the local marketing of SMEs’ products and seven companies with outstanding 
marketability are operating in the Philippines by benefiting from this project. The target region of the pro-
ject will be expanded to the Central and South America in 2016. Besides this, an educational course that 
specializes in SMEs’ exports is offered free of charge for 60 executives and the employees of SMEs’ each year. 

Vitalizing the Business Ecosystem by Creating a Mutual Growth Culture
Starting with the first mutual growth fair by a public company in 2013, a contest for the commerciali-
zation of electric power technology was held with 131 SME participants in 2014. the ‘Bitgaram Mutual 
Growth Festival’ was held with 185 company participants in the Bitgaram innovation city, where KEPCO 
HQ moved, in 2015 and raised the meaning of mutual growth with SMEs’ and local communities by lead-
ing the conclusions of contracts worth USD 6.7 million. Furthermore, KEPCO initiated the construction of 
the ‘Energy Valley Corporate Development Center’ for joint R&D with energy section SMEs’ stationed in 
the Bitgaram innovation city and spurs creation of the energy valley. 

Mutual Growth Implementation Strategy Structure

Create a Mutual Growth 
Environment

 ‘Establish a Mutual Growth Platform for Market Creation as an Electric Power Business Leader’ 

Reinforce Support for SMEs 
to Find Overseas Markets

Settle a Transparent 
Trading Culture

Implementation 
Strategy

 Index

KRW 55 billion

Amount of Cooperative 
R&D Products Purchased
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Caring 
People

Our Approach
‘People’ are the key for a competitive company. With open employment fo-
cusing more on capabilities than the personal qualification and expansion 
of education opportunities, KEPCO will raise the competitiveness of the 
global KEPCO brand. By creating the HWP (Happy Work Place) with respect 
and consideration, we will create a workplace that employees enjoy and 
which builds up the irreplaceable precious value of ‘human beings’. 

Our Plan
•  Establish a safety and health management system and reinforce on-site safety man-

agement
•  Capability-oriented open employment and enhance competency-based customized 

HR development 
• Increase the fairness of MBO appraisals and establish the performance-oriented 

wage system
•  Build win-win labor-management relations and adopt a system for work-life balance
•  Implement people-oriented management focusing on the human rights of stakeholders

34.6 %
Reduction Rate of Safety Accidents



25 %

Ratio of Female 
Recruitment 2,117persons

Number of New Recruitments

92.7 hours 

Education Hours per Employee



Open Employment

Expansion of Open Employment
KEPCO has strived to expand the size of recruitment and diversify the constitution of human resources to se-
cure the best and talented people, who are the source of corporate competitiveness and the basic condition 
for sustainable growth, and fulfill our social responsibility as Korea’s representative public company. We will 
secure new personnel to realize a young and flexible organization and create sustainable growth engines.

We reinforce customized recruitment through various processes such as recruiting experienced workers in 
professional areas and excellent R&D personnel from prestigious universities at home and abroad beyond 
the massive open recruitments of the past. In addition, other recruiting processes considering the environ-
mental changes and social needs are operated such as youth internships (high school graduates and college 
graduates) and local talent recruitment to expand the employment opportunities for talented people in 
diverse classes. With a massive youth internship (1,076 interns, 2015), we offered an opportunity to enhance 
job competency for young adults and achieved the substantial performances of job creation for young 
adults by exceeding the government goal (20% of new recruitment) through a switch in the employment 
status of 595 youth interns to a permanent role (57% of newly recruited employees). We also lead the imple-
mentation of ‘open employment’ by setting up the process for recruiting the best and talented people based 
on job competency without discrimination on academic background, age and gender. KEPCO will take the 
lead in creating a win-win environment by expanding the job creation of various social members including 
socially valuable ones such as high school graduates, youth interns and female talent.

Largest Recruitment of New Employees among Public Companies  (As of 2015)

Operating Performance of Youth Internship  (As of 2015, Unit : Person)

Number of Interns 
Number of Interns switched  
to Permanent Employees

1,076
595

Permanent 
Employees

Total 1,041 persons

Youth Interns

Open Recruitment

792 persons

Experienced Employees 
with Specialties

12 persons

Researchers

29 persons

Others

208 persons

 

1,076 persons

Switch Rate compared to Interns
Switch Rate compared to New 
Employees

55.3
75.1

Switch Rate   (Unit : %)

SPECIAL

Hopes for Young Adults! ‘KEPCO Employment Steppingstone Program’  
KEPCO began the operation of ‘KEPCO Employment Steppingstone Program’ from 2016 to create jobs for young 
adults and reinforce SMEs’ competitiveness. The ‘KEPCO Employment Steppingstone Program’ is to provide the op-
portunities for the improvement of job competency and employment for job seekers and of recruiting the best and 
talented people for partners by utilizing an excellent training infrastructure for job training and adding the field intern-
ship experiences of the partner companies. In order to strengthen the employment connection, we conducted a pre-
liminary demand survey on the number of recruitments and wanted job training that targeted 29 outstanding partner 
SMEs including the main partners and companies that agree on the energy valley investment. Last May 2016, 76 peo-
ple were selected as the participants of the first steppingstone program. Starting with the first program, KEPCO plans 
to offer the opportunities of two-month job training and three-month internship for a total of 600 young job seekers; 
300 per year, which is the largest scale in the public sector. KEPCO will lead in win-win employment by providing the 
participants with training allowances during the training period, employment subsidies when completing the training 
and certificates at the final completion as well as opportunities for permanent employment at the partner companies. 
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Primary : 
Core Tech. for  
Commercialization 

Ordinary : 
R&D-oriented Tech.

Secondary : 
Convergence Tech. 

System for Fostering Global Future Talent 
To secure a sustainable competitive advantage, KEPCO implements specialized education programs for nur-
turing professionals in growing businesses. We develop and operate educational courses customized for stra-
tegic technology as well as the overseas and domestic businesses to foster professionals in the corresponding 
sector, while implementing strategic HR management to secure a connection for performances between edu-
cation and the field by establishing a ‘global future talent pool,’ which is up to 10% of total employees.  

Nurturing Professionals in Strategic Technology
KEPCO determined ten strategic technologies for a future growth engine to secure the predominance 
in the future energy business. In order to commercialize it early on, KEPCO is nurturing professionals. In 
2015, 268 people were selected for this and are under training, and there are plans to train an additional 
350 people in 2016. KEPCO will carry out continual efforts to foster talent with expertise by positioning 
itself with strategic technology, and through securing a workforce and conducting training. 

Fostering Professionals for Overseas Business
To enhance the capabilities for overseas business, KEPCO carries out continual professional education 
through overseas business activity including an MBA course that specializes in overseas business and a 
strategic language focused course. Meanwhile, the expertise of personnel carrying out the nuclear pow-
er plant project in the UAE are particularly reinforced, and a mid-to-long-term master plan for fostering 
personnel in the nuclear sector has been set and operated for winning new nuclear power plant orders. 

Fostering Talent

Strategic Technology Positioning  

 Strategic Tech. for New Market Design    Strategic Tech. for Energy Valley Creation

Le
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Progress Ratio of Securing Technology 

 Superconductivity 

 ICT (Big Data/loT)

 Offshore 
     Wind Power

 SG Station
 EV Charging 

 AMI
 ESS

 MG

 SNG

 HVDC

 CCUS
 CO2 Generation 

 Marine Energy 

 DR/EE

H

H

Global Future Talent Fostering System

Strategic Tech.  
Professional 

Professionals for 
Domestic Business

Professionals for 
Overseas Business

New growth engine  
(10 strategic tech.)

Job Meister

Experts by field 

Recommendation/
Selection

Business issues 

Reserved workforce  
for overseas business

Manage conflicts and 
electric power trading

Language class 
Basic course

Fostering HPI 

Supervised by office (dept.) Global talent pool

• Commercializing strategic technology 
(admin. and tech.)

• Strategic tech. R&D (research) 

Consigned overseas training by field 

Meister training & field training

Overseas  
business  

workforce

Education for 
improving job 
competency

Intensive language 
course

Strategic language 
education

Generation/Nuclear O&M course

International 
contract/Finance

Conducting 
business

Consigned training by domestic 
specialized institute 

• Basic course for overseas business support (admin.)
• EPCM basic course (tech.)

Basic workforce 
(front business office)

• Global challenge (new employees)
• Biz development (trained employees) Global mind

Strategic tech. 
sector

Domestic  
business sector

Overseas  
business sector

Competency  
evaluation of  
workforce in  

the pool

Master’s and Ph.D. 
• Tech. Management
• E3 MBA
• GBI-MBA
• KINGS
• New future tech. 
• Energy policy
•  Policy on public 
companies

Outstanding  
employees

Substandard 
competency

Pool Out
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Expansion of Education & Training Opportunities 
KEPCO develops and operates training programs that correspond to the needs for the capability develop-
ment of the members. We encourage the self-enrichment of our members by introducing a target system 
for training completion by individuals and constantly expand educational opportunities in connection with 
the internal performance assessment by the MBO (Management by Objectives) and organizational unit. 

Tailored Competency Reinforcement Education
KEPCO has established and operated the KEPCO competency model to run customized educational 
courses by the level of individual competency. Based on the company’s vision, growth strategy and inter-
nal and external environment analysis, systematic educational programs are provided for developing the 
basic capabilities of common/leadership/jobs for KEPCO employees.

Support Lifelong Education
KEPCO helps soon-to-be retirees to adapt to retirement successfully by implementing outplacement educa-
tion. We enhance the accessibility and efficiency for trainees through on/offline blended learning for detailed 
subjects such as life design, starting businesses and reemployment, and placement and provide a customized 
retirement support service by assigning a consultant for supporting retirement for each individual.

Core Value Internalization Training
Core value internalization training of KEPCO (or H.I.T, Happy Innovation Training) is used to improve em-
ployees' engagement in their jobs via voluntary participation and communication. Following the phased-
change and innovation training taken for three years (2012~2014), a customized program focusing on 
‘execution’ was conducted in 2015. To this end, we have drawn and executed various challenges to realize 
the values of work efficiency and integrity by fostering leaders implementing change and innovation and 
holding communication workshops by business site. 

KEPCO Capability Model System

▶ Systemic Operation of Education Courses 

Category Program
Reinforcing On-site Education Fostering Meisters (experts) by job 
Enhancing Global Capability Intensive courses for strategic languages (interpretation & translation graduate school), phone/internet language classes 
Cultivating Passion in New Employees Operate the global challenge course
Relating Industry-Academy-Research Diploma course specialized in the electricity business – MBA specialized in overseas business, diploma course for 

tech. management convergence, MBA that specializes in the energy electricity sector, master’s course for electric 
energy, master’s course for KINGS nuclear power and master’s course for public company policy and etc.

Reinforcing Creative Innovation Capability Business leader forum, liberal arts academy, book-learning
Self-enrichment & Improving Job 
Competency

Job training at the HR development center, e-learning, blended learning vitalization

Global challenge by junior employees

• Pick & Foster leaders implementing 
change and innovation

• Conduct change and innovation 
workshop for each site under the 
leadership

Implementing H.I.T

• Direction: Smart (efficiency), Clean 
(integrity), Kind (consideration)

• Content: draw and execute actions 
by site

Practicing Change &  
Innovation Activities

• Improve employee satisfaction → 
Boost the organizational commit-
ment level: 3.95 points (average of 
12 items including job satisfaction, 
6.5% up compared to the previous 
year)

Creating an Environment for 
Organizational Commitment 

※ H.I.T (Happy Innovation Training): a program to practice change and innovation. Realize a Happy Work Place, increase job-engage-
ment and build an organization with a high performance rate through the participation and communication of all employees 

2013

1,467

2014

1,338

2015

1,384

Education Hours & Expense per Employee

 Education Expense (KRW 1,000)  
 Education Hours (Hour)

87.8 91.3 92.7

Vision-oriented  
Employees

Organizational 
Capability

Personal  
Capability

• Common capability (3)
• Leadership capability (5 by position of level 1-3)
• Job capability
-  Job execution capability (27), professional job 
capability (1,427)

• Securing → Development → Evaluation → Reward → Maintenance 
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Realizing HWP with Communication and Harmony 
A happy workplace with a work-life balance improves a company’s productivity. KEPCO realizes a peo-
ple-oriented ‘Happy Work Place’ through Family Day, which encourages employees to leave their offic-
es on time without over time, and ‘Fathers’ Camp’ which is to promote communication between family 
members. To improve the communication of employees at branch offices, various programs were offered 
to support an energetic work life such as the ‘Bitgaram communication visit’ program in conjunction with 
a visit to the headquarters (May-June 2015), and the ‘Healing Camp’ for healing and recharging the mind 
and body of our employees. Moreover, KEPCO implements a reasonable welfare policy that meets man-
agement conditions to improve the work satisfaction of the employees and strives to satisfy their welfare 
needs through a service in cooperation with outside specialized companies. 

Win-Win Labor and Management Culture
KEPCO operates the Union Shop system, under an agreement between the labor and management, 
which grants the qualification to join the labor union upon joining the company, and guarantees legit-
imate union activities in accordance with the relevant union act, collective arrangement and agreement 
between the union and management. As of late 2015, the number and rate of union members are 15,155 
and 74.5%, respectively. Through the amicable communication and active sharing of management is-
sues, KEPCO improves business performances and builds the cooperative relations between the labor 
and management. In 2015 alone, 1,012 labor-management meetings at the headquarters and business 
sites and 439 current management presentations were held to discuss various management issues. Fur-
thermore, through the joint efforts of the labor and management to implement government policies, we 
took the initiative to carry out  the government’s recommendation on the salary peak system and rein-
forced public trust further as a representative public company in Korea.

Happy Work Place 
(HWP)

 Joint Ping-Pong Tournament of 
Labor-Management of KEPCO

Sports Day of One Mind Labor-Management 
of KEPCO

SPECIAL

Grand Prize Winner of 100 Best Companies to Work for in Korea  
KEPCO won the grand prize in the ‘100 Best Companies to Work for in Korea’ hosted by GWP Korea in Octo-
ber 2015. ‘100 Great Work Places (GWPs)’ utilizes the 『GWP Trust Index』* (Trust management index, which 
is a GWP standard assessment tool that is commonly applied to 46 countries worldwide in the EU, Central 
and South America and Asia, as well as ‘FORTUNE US 100 Companies’, to assess the trust, pride and fun by 
indexing each category. 
KEPCO won the grand prize by scoring 91 points in the trust index of GPTW (Great Place to Work) in the ‘100 Best 
Companies to Work for in Korea’ in 2015. This could be a barometer showing that we are successful in realizing 
the HWP in organizational culture, employee satisfaction and work environment. KEPCO will make efforts to 
foster a pleasant business culture based on trust, respect and consideration by striving persistently to become 
KEPCO with the people’s trust and the world’s best GWP. 

* GWP Trust Index: a systemic concept of the best work place where members of an organization Trust their bosses and 
executives, have Pride in their work, and have Fun working with colleges. The assessment is conducted with the same 
criteria throughout the world. 
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Gender Equality and a Family-friendly Culture
KEPCO rewards and promotes employees without gender discrimination. As a result of the vigorous efforts 
to nurture female leaders, the number of female managers has continuously increased from a total of sev-
en before 2000 to 264 female leaders as of April 2016. Through systematic childbirth and childcare support 
systems and various programs for enhancing family relations, KEPCO supports employees to help them 
achieve a practical balance between work and life. To encourage employees to start families, we provide 
various types of leave, such as leave for fetal examinations, parental leave for spouses, and leave for treat-
ing infertility. In 2008, we established the company’s nursery facility and are providing childcare services 
for 177 children of employees. As we launched the flexible work system, such as commuting at different 
times and time-based work, we established and operated the ‘pool system for alternative personnel’ for 
retirees and general applicants to induce the smooth operation of parental leave and childcare leave.

Human Resource Management (MBO, Management by Objectives)
KEPCO’s performance assessment system is composed of the achievement assessment by MBO (Man-
agement by Objectives) and capability as-sessment estimating the capability level. All employees are as-
sessed as per the same procedure and methods. Assessment results are reflected to scores that are used 
in promotion considerations and utilized as materials for personnel management, such as calculating the 
ratio of providing incentives and selecting trainers.

Fair and Reasonable Remuneration System
KEPCO’s remuneration system is composed of a basic annual salary, job salary, incentive for annual sal-
ary, and performance-based annual salary and allowance other than the annual salary. Based on the 
results of the MBO personnel assessment and organizational assessment, the basic annual salary and 
performance-based annual salary are paid differently by grade. To reinforce the fair remuneration sys-
tem based on employees’ performance, wages are paid differently in consideration of the level of impor-
tance, difficulty and responsibility; the ratio of incentives based on the annual performance assessment 
is increased; and the power incentive system is vitalized. In preparation of an aging society, we operate a 
retirement benefit system to help employees achieve stable living during their retirement. As of late 2015, 
the number of people holding personal retirement pension accounts is 10,840.

Education for Preventing Sexual Harassment
To prevent sexual harassment, KEPCO operates both a secret report system for sexual harassment and center 
for handling complaints regarding sexual harassment in the HR management department at the headquarters 
and business offices. A total of 504 representatives handle complaints on sexual harassment; the number of 
male and female representatives is equal. We have also raised efficiency in consulting complaints by operating 
professional entrusted education for representatives and an intensive course for handling complaints. Moreo-
ver, e-learning education and in-house education for preventing sexual harassment for all employees are im-
plemented four times or spread over a year, and discussions regarding sexual harassment prevention are held 
by touring business offices besides the operation of a period of time for emphasizing gender equality. 

Workshop for Female Managers

Assessment  
and Reward

2013

229 (26%)

49

2014

193 (30%)

35

2015

257 (25%)

38

Change in Female Employees  (Unit : person)

 Permanent Employee Recruitment   Executive Selection

Recruitment of Female  
Permanent Employees in 2015 

257Persons
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Implementation System of Human Rights Management 
KEPCO carries out various policies for respecting the human rights of executives & employees and stake-
holders in recognition of the importance of human rights. We took the initiative to establish and settle the 
implementation system of the human rights management such as joining the UN Global Compact (’05), 
the first Korean company, and the enactment & promulgation of the human rights management declara-
tion for the first time among public companies in Korea (’15). 

Major Implementations
KEPCO conducts the human rights management in accordance with 
the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and Human 
Rights Guideline by the National Human Rights Commission of Korea. 
The pledge of practicing human rights by all employees and the periodic 
check on the current status of practices using the self-diagnosis checklist 
are implemented to expand the human rights management across the 
company. Through the KEPCO Code of Conduct for Suppliers, the recom-
mendation to comply with human rights protection of all provisions deal-
ing with KEPCO is stated. Additionally, KEPCO operates communication 
channels to prevent human rights violations such as grievance process-
ing and the direct report to the CEO for executing management focusing 
on human rights of all internal and external stakeholders. 

Human Rights  
Management

Implementation System of the Human Rights Management

Current Status of People Participating in the Retirement Benefit System   (Unit : 100 persons)

93
Severance  

Pay

50
DB

31
Mixed

27
DC

Differentiation 
of Basic Salary

Differentiation 
of Perfor-

mance-based 
Salary

Personal  
Assessment

Organizational 
Assessment

Performance 
Assessment

• Setting a comprehensive imple-
mentation plan for human rights 
management

• Check the implementation 
performance regularly and report & 
announce internally and externally

Comprehensive Management 
(Corporate Planning Department)

• Conduct self-diagnosis with the 
human rights management checklist

• Promote drawing improvements 
and setting action plans

Execution  
(Corresponding Office and Department)

• Receive reports on internal and 
external human rights violations

• Take corrective actions in case of 
human rights violations

Monitoring and Aid 
(Audit Department)

Human Rights  
Management Declaration 

• Differentiated with accumulated 
results of annual assessments 
over one’s incumbency

• One-time differentiation with 
assessment results of the year
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Establishment of the Safety Management System 
By introducing the international standard safety and health management sys-
tem across the company and partner companies, we have established and main-
tained an autonomous safety management system with the standardization of 
jobs and the acquisition of a certificate from an authorized agency. For the ef-
ficient operation of the system, the continual training for specialized personnel 
such as certification examiners and internal examiners has been operated and 
239 specialized personnel (including 67 employees acquired the certification of 
examiner) run the system, conduct internal diagnoses and deliver internal train-
ing as of late 2015. A safety management committee consisting of five outside 
experts and five in-house experts is operated and carries out deliberations and 
consultations for important corporate safety-related issues on safety policy and 
the system, and countermeasure the establishment in case of safety accidents through quarterly meetings.  

Dissemination of the Safety Culture
For the dissemination of the safety culture, KEPCO publishes Safety-Zine, op-
erates a safety accident forecast and warning system for each cycle, provides a 
safety calendar and traffic lights on a daily basis, and conducts e-learning safety 
education. During the summer when the safety level is vulnerable, the labor un-
ion and management jointly operate a period of emphasizing industrial health 
and safety (June and July each year) to carry out special activities for preventing 
safety accidents, strive to improve safety awareness by holding a company-wide 
workshop for health and safety management staff every year. To prevent safety accidents of the general public, 
electricity safety accidents due to moving and outdoor activities and electric shock accidents due to touching a 
power line on a construction site and localized heavy rain and typhoons are chosen as themes for spring and sum-
mer, respectively and activities for promoting electrical safety are implemented via various media (broadcasting, 
newspapers and SNS, etc.) In recognition of these efforts, KEPCO received a presidential citation at the contest for 
the best practice of Safety Culture award in 2015 by the Ministry of Public Safety and Security. 

Development of Field-oriented Safety Management Activities
Considering all sorts of accident risks and shortages in manpower at construction sites, KEPCO withstands 
the space-time limitation of on-site safety management by building a 「remote safety management system 
for construction sites」, and 「Safety Patrol」 inspection team that is especially operated to prevent the care-
less behavior of workers such as not wearing a safety harness. As a result of these efforts, the hazard rate of 
placed orders has dramatically decreased by 49% year on year. 

Industrial Safety  
and Health

Remote Safety Management System for 
the Construction Site

Certification for the Safety and 
Health Management System

Grand Prize of Safety Culture 
Award in 2015

Heal Care Program for Executives and Employees
To improve the health of executives and employees, KEPCO conducts special check-ups every two years in ad-
dition to regular check-ups to examine their health conditions more closely. From 2014, we have implemented 
a special medical examination for employees working the nightshift, and the job stress test and counseling pro-
gram will be provided starting in 2016. For business sites with over 300 employees, health managers are stationed 
for the health of the employees and health affairs, and periodic medical examinations and health counseling are 
operated through the health agencies for business sites with over 50 employees. In connection with community 
health centers, we operate various health promotion programs such as a smoking cessation clinic, health con-
sultation on an insulin resistance syndrome, and consultation on mental health to reinforce employees’ health 
management. Furthermore, a prompt and systematic disease control system has been established and operated 
with the improvement of a practical manual for infectious disease crisis management, and with these efforts, no 
KEPCO employees were infected with MERS in 2015. 

49%0.72
2014

0.37
2015

*Hazard Rate of Placed Orders (announced by the Ministry of Employment and Labor)
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Economy

Financial Information

Consolidated financial statements (Unit : KRW 100 million)

Item 55th (Jan. 1st, 2015 – Dec. 31st, 2015) 54th (Jan. 1st, 2014 – Dec. 31st, 2014) 53rd (Jan. 1st, 2013 – Dec. 31st, 2013)

1. Current assets 220,253 168,199 152,691

(1) Trade receivables and other bonds 74,735 76,979 75,263

(2) Cash and cash equivalents 37.831 17,963 22,323

(3) Others 107,687 73,257 55,105

2. Non-current assets 1,532,321 1,468,884 1,402,582

(1) Property, plant and equipment 1,413,614 1,358,125 1,296,376

(2) Intangible assets 8,584 8,236 8,132

(3) Investments in associates, etc. 56,935 55,087 52,308

(4) Other non-current assets 53,188 47,436 45,766

Total assets 1,752,574 1,637,083 1,555,273

1. Paid-in capital 2,227,108 216,001 202,138

2. Non-current liabilities 846,041 872,832 838,628

Total liabilities 1,073,149 1,088,833 1,040,766

1. Paid-in capital 40,536 40,536 40,536

2. Retained earnings 481,872 353,036 327,661

3. Other capital components 143,937 142,441 134,400

4. Non-controlling equity 13,080 12,237 11,910

Total capitals 679,425 548,250 514,507

Total liabilities and capitals 1,752,574 1,637,083 1,555,273

Consolidated(Comprehensive) income statement  (Unit : KRW 100 million)

Item 55th (Jan. 1st, 2015 – Dec. 31st, 2015) 54th (Jan. 1st, 2014 – Dec. 31st, 2014) 53rd (Jan. 1st, 2013 – Dec. 31st, 2013)

1. Sales 589,577 574,749 540,378

2.  Cost of sales / Other sales and management 
expenses 476,110 516,873 525,188

3. Operating loss/profit 113,467 57,876 15,190

4. Other revenues 4,322 4,023 4,002

5. Other expenses 1,088 882 998

6. Other losses/profits 86,108 1,074 1,285

7. Financial profit 11,830 8,853 6,295

8. Financial cost 30,155 31,400 29,316

9. Gain and loss in equity method 2,074 2,749 Δ 423

10. Pre-tax margin 186,558 42,293 Δ 3,965

11. Income tax expenses 52,394 14,303 Δ 5,708

12. Net income 134,164 27,990 1,743

13. Net income from controlling interests 132,891 26,869 600

14. Net income from non-controlling interests 1,273 1,121 1,143
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Creating Economic Value  (Separate standard)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Sales volume (GWh) 474,849 477,592 483,655

Sales (KRW 100 million) 536,924 573,344 585,404

Operating profit (KRW 100 million) 2,630 16,737 44,254

Net income (KRW 100 million) 2,383 10,388 101,657

Cash flow (KRW 100 million) 44,899 62,716 97,510

* Turning into surplus in 2013 for the first time in six years from 2007

Enterprise Value   (Based on closing price of the year)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Stock Price (KRW) 34,750 42,700 50,000

Market Value (KRW 100 million) 223,083 274,119 320,982

Credit Rating (Moody’s) A1 Stable Aa3 Stable Aa2 Stable

Domestic Ranking in Aggregate Value of Listed Stock 4th 4th 3rd

Distributing Economic Value (Unit : KRW 100 million)

Shareholders (Dividend)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Government 122 680 3,622

General 302 1,606 10,047

Foreigners 137 924 6,232

Total 561 3,210 19,901

Dividend rate (%) 1.8 10 62

GENCOs (Purchased electricity cost) 

Year 2013 2014 2015

Total 452,228 467,547 432,185

Creditors (Interest expense)

Year 2013 2014 2015

Total 15,252 13,941 10,926

Donation

Year 2013 2014 2015

Total 140 161 151

Amount of purchase of SME products

Year 2013 2014 2015

Total 42,565 50,288 58,259

Executives and Employees

Category 2013 2014 2015

Wage 12,996 13,415 15,325

Retirement wage 2,063 145 1,537

Welfare benefits 1,660 1,420 2,039
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Environment

Total Amount of Material Use (Unit : ton)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Concrete 455,026 453,498 602,605

Metal 54,410 67,368 103,597

Earthenware 1,727 2,552 68

Wire 36,088 31,127 42,586

Others 6,118 8,423 13,430

Total amount of material use 553,369 560,538 762,286

Change in the Ratio of Eco-friendly Vehicles for Business Use
Category 2013 2014 2015

Vehicles for business (car) 1,775 1,775 1,843

Eco-friendly vehicles (car) 1,460 1,588 1,603

Compact cars 1,383 1,357 1,312

Hybrid cars 67 91 146

Electric cars 10 40 145

Ratio of eco-friendly vehicles (%) 82.3 83.8 87.0

Generation of Waste by Type and Amount of Recycling
Category 2013 2014 2015

Generated
amount(ton)

Amount of
recycling(ton)

Recycling
rate (%)

Generated
amount(ton)

Amount of
recycling(ton)

Recycling
rate (%)

Generated
amount(ton)

Amount of
recycling(ton)

Recycling
rate (%)

Concrete 190,226 190,226 100 215,565 215,565 100 51,561 51,561 100

Metal 40,195 40,195 100 39,710 39,710 100 22,449 22,449 100

Earthenware 6,367 6,367 100 8,777 8,777 100 23 23 100

Wire 23,628 23,628 100 13,484 13,484 100 6,254 6,254 100

Others 809 809 100 898 898 100 1,890 1,890 100

Total amount of 
material use 261,225 261,225 100 277,894 277,894 100 82,177 82,177 100

Amount and Ratio of Green Product Purchase (Unit : KRW million, %)

2013 2014 2015

Total Green Ratio Total Green Ratio Total Green Ratio

19,414 18,819 96.9 8,326 7,868 94.5 16,575 15,574 94.0
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Performance for implementing emission trading (Unit : 10,000 tons CO2e)

Category 2015

National permitted amount 111

Amount of emissions 130.9

KEPCO GHG Emission Classification 

Scope 1 (Direct Emission) Scope 2 (Indirect Emission) Scope 3 (Indirect Emission)

SF6 gas for insulation in transformation  
and distribution facilities

Electricity and heating steam usage  
in buildings owned by KEPCO

Emissions from employees’ business trips,  
commuting, and products purchased or sold

Scope 1, 2 (2013~2015)  (Unit : 10,000 tons CO2e)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Scope 1 130 128 115

Scope 2 13 14 16

Notes Major greenhouse gas SF6, CO2, CH4, N2O

* Emission factors: Basic emission factors in the 2006 IPCC national inventory guidelines
*  Methodology: Adopting the methodology for collecting data on activity (Article 44) in the 

guidelines for the national operation of management for the goals of greenhouse gas energy
* All business branches including small-sized offices  

Intensity of GHG emissions
Category Emission (10,000 ton CO2e) Intensity (ton/KRW 100 million)

Scope 1 115 1.94

Scope 2 16 0.27

* Sales in 2015: KRW 58 trillion and 957.7 billion

Environmental investement rate
Category Amount (KRW 100 million) Percentage (%)

Eco-friendly power facilities 35,815 93.25 

Prior prevention  1,726 4.55 

Post-processing activities 585 1.55 

Legal response, etc. 265 0.65 

Total 38,391 100.00 

Scope 3 (2015)  (Unit : 10,000tons CO2e)

Category
Amount of 
purchased 
electricity

Amount of  
sold electricity

Commuting  
by employees Business trips

Emissions 20,053 19,813 0.03 1.4

* Emission factors 
- Purchased electricity and electricity for sales: Corporate Value Chain (scope 3)
- Commuting and business trips: LCIDB and data by Statistics Korea
* Methodology(common): Adopting the Accounting and Reporting Standard
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Society

Domestic performance for new recruitment  (Unit : person)

Category 2013 2014 2015

　 819 753 1,041

High school graduates 238 190 226

Local talented workers 350 321 495

Female workers 229 193 257

Disabled 17 6 11

Workers who majored in 
natural science and engineering 400 395 601

Number of employees receiving annual education (Unit : person)

Category 2013 2014 2015

High-ranking executives 1,969 2,223 2,302

Entry-level executives 5,991 5,680 5,750

Employees 12,517 15,618 15,849

Performance on operating a flexible  
work system  (Unit : person)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Commute with different times 2,241 1,215 1,562

Time-based work 44 94 211

Performance on operating various  
maternity protection systems  (Unit : person, %)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Leave before and after childbirth 151 138 122

Parental leave (male employees) 197 (14) 185 (15) 161 (22)

Leave for difficulty in pregnancy 10 10 15

Employees with shortened work 
for child care 12 10 9

Rate of return after parental leave
(Female/Male) 99.2/100 99.3/100 97.9/93.3

Current status of suppliers  
of equipment  (Unit : 10,000 tons CO2e)

Category Number of 
registered items

Number of registered 
companies

Transmission and transformation 224 590

Distribution 217 1,084

Information communications 3 6

Total 444 1,680

Notes •  Total number of companies: 244 
- Large companies: 11 - SMEs: 233

Current status of the accident rate  
in ordered construction           (Unit : person)

Category 2013 2014 2015

Accident rate (%) 1) 0.97  0.72  0.37 

Rate of death in industrial 
accidents  ( 000╱0  ) 2)  7.43  5.27  1.00 

1) Accident rate (%) = [(Death toll + Number of the injured) / Number of regular employees] x 100
2) Rate of death in industrial accidents ( 000╱0 ) = (Death toll / Number of regular employees) x 10,000

82,791

 SMEs 58,259
 Large Companies 24,532

Performance on purchasing 
SME products  (Unit : KRW 100 million)

Category Purchase performance

Female companies 8,289

Companies by the disabled, social enterprises 259

Products produced by veterans and patriots 343

Others 49,368

Total

(Unit : KRW 100 million)

KRW 797.1 
billion 

compared to 2014

Increase of Purchasing 
SMEs’ products by 
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Others 

GENCOs

Korea Hydro &
Nuclear Power
Co., ltd. (KHNP)
Equity share 100%

Address: 1655, Bulguk-ro, Gyeongju,
Gyeongbuk
Employees: 11,116
Paid-in capital: KRW 1 trillion and 212.2 billion
Website: www.khnp.co.kr

KHNP is Korea’s only company that operates nuclear power plants as well as hydropower and 
pumped storage power plants. KHNP is operating nuclear power plants as a base load and 
hydroelectric plants as a peak load. KHNP has a total capacity of 26,039 MW at 79 units, including 
23 nuclear units (20,716 MW), 34 hydroelectric units (606 MW), 16 pumped storage power generation 
units (4,700MW), and six renewable energy units (17 MW). KHNP accounts for about 27.9% of total 
domestic generation facilities with 93,216 MW (excluding self-facilities).

Korea South-East
Power Co., Ltd.
(KOSEP)
Equity share 100%

Address: 32, 123beon-gil, Sadeul-ro,
Jinju, Gyeongsangnam-do
Employees: 2,184
Paid-in capital: KRW 290.1 billion
Website: www.kosep.co.kr

KOSEP is operating the Samcheonpo Thermal Power Plant and Yeongheung Thermal Power Plant 
as a base load. KOSEP has an installed capacity of 9,976 MW in total, which includes 8,648 MW from 
13 bituminous coal units (87.0%), 922MW from 10 gas combined cycle units (9.2%), and 325MW from 
anthracite units (3.3%). Under the long-term power supply plan, Yeongheung Thermal Power Plant 
Units 5&6 are under construction with an installed capacity of 1,740 MW. The Yeosu Power Plant Unit 
1(350 MW), which is shut down, is being replaced with a thermal power plant.

Korea Midland
Power Co., Ltd.
(KOMIPO)
Equity share 100%

Address: 160, Boryeongbuk-ro,
Boryeong, Chungcheongnam-do
Employees: 2,309
Paid-in capital: KRW 137.3 billion
Website: www.komipo.co.kr

KOMIPO is operating the Boryeong Thermal Power Plant and the Seocheon Thermal Power Plant as 
a base load. KOMIPO has an installed capacity of 8,434 MW in total, which breaks down as 4,000MW 
of eight bituminous coal units (47.4%), 3,731 MW of 23 gas combined cycle units (44.2%), 400 MW of 
two anthracite units (4.7%), and 285 MW of four oil units (3.4%). Under the long-term power supply 
plan, KOMIPO is building Sinboryeong Units 1 & 2 (2,000 MW) and Seoul combined cycle Units 1 & 
2 (800 MW).

Korea Western
Power Co., Ltd.
(WP)
Equity share 100%

Address: 285, Jungang-ro, Taean, Chungcheongnam-do
Employees: 2,166
Paid-in capital: KRW 158.9 billion
Website: www.westempower.co.kr

WP is operating the Taean Thermal Power Plant as a base load. The WP has an installed capacity of 
9,305 MW in total, which includes 4,000MW of eight bituminous coal units (43%), 3,867 MW of 27 gas 
combined cycle units (41.6%), and 1,400 MW of four oil units (15.0%). Under the long-term power 
supply plan, WP is building the Taean thermal plant Units 9 & 10 (2,100 MW).

Korea Southern
Power Co., Ltd.
Equity share 100%

Address: 40, Munhyeongeumyung-ro,
Nam-gu, Busan
Employees: 2,065
Paid-in capital: KRW 228.8 billion
Website: www.kospo.co.kr

KOSPO is operating the Hadong Thermal Power Plant as a base load. KOSPO has an installed 
capacity of 9,217 MW in total, which breaks down as 4,000 MW of eight bituminous coal units (43.4%), 
4,970 MW of 33 gas combined cycle units (53.9%), 200 MW of 2 oil units (2.2%), and 41MW of 19 wind 
units (1.3%). Under the long-term power supply plan, KOSPO is building Samcheok Green Power 
(2,044 MW). EWP is operating the Dangjin Thermal Power Plant and Honam Thermal Power.

Korea East-West
Power CO., Ltd.
Equity share 100%

Address: 395, Jongga-ro, Jung-gu, Ulsan
Employees: 2,300
Paid-in capital: KRW 282.9 billion
Website: www.ewp.co.kr

EWP is operating the Dangjin Thermal Power Plant and Honam Thermal Power Plant as a base load. 
EWP has an installed capacity of 9,137 MW, which includes 4,500 MW of 10 bituminous coal units 
(49.3%), 2,972 MW for 20 LNG combined cycle units (32.3%), 1,200 MW of three oil units (13.1%), and 
400 MW of two anthracite units (4.4%). Under the long-term power supply plan, EWP is building the 
9th and 10th units of the Dangjin thermal plants (2,040 MW).

KEPCO Group Companies and Companies with Equity Investment

KEPCO Engineering
& Construction
Company, Inc.
Equity share 66.3%

Address: 269, Hyeoksin-ro, Gimcheon,
Gyeongbuk
Employees: 2,316
Paid-in capital: KRW 7.6
Website: www.kepco-enc.com

As an engineering company related to power generators and plants, KEPCO Engineering & 
Construction Company, Inc. has conducted the design of nuclear power plants and hydro-thermal 
plants, O&M for generation facilities, plant construction business, and PM/CM business since its 
foundation in 1975. The company implemented the Korea-style standardization of the design of 
nuclear power plants with 1,000 MW and developed the next-generation nuclear power plant design. 
With this applied design, the company is implementing the design for the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th units of 
Shin-Kori, 1st and 2nd of Shin-Hanul, and the UAE Barakah nuclear power plant.

KEPCO KPS
Co., Ltd.
Equity share 52.5%

Address: 211, Munhwa-ro, Naju, Jeonnam
Employees: 5,455
Paid-in capital: KRW 9 billion
Website: www.kps.co.kr

KEPCO Plant Service & Engineering (KPS) is a comprehensive plant service company and provides 
high-quality maintenance services for power plants (nuclear, thermal, and hydroelectric), 
transmission and substations, and industrial facilities. KPS is responsible for commissioning the 
maintenance of power plants under construction, and ordinary maintenance, planned outage, and 
other repairs & maintenance of power plants in operation, contributing to preventing unplanned 
shutdowns and improving the capacity factor.

KEPCO Nuclear
Fuel Co., Ltd.
Equity share 96.4%

Address: 989-242 Daedeokdaero,
Yuseong-gu, Daejeon City
Employees: 1,111
Paid-in capital: KRW 93.2 billion
Website: www.knfc.co.kr

KEPCO Nuclear Fuel is the only nuclear fuel design and manufacturing company that was 
established to localize nuclear fuel and achieve technological self-reliance. KEPCO Nuclear Fuel is 
providing nuclear fuel for all light and heavy water reactors in Korea and will supply fuel to the UAE 
nuclear power plant. As it completed the development of two types of high-performance nuclear 
fuel, KEPCO Nuclear Fuel has secured the competitiveness for exporting domestic nuclear fuel.

KEPCO KDN
Co., Ltd.
Equity share 100%

Address: 161, Bitgaram-ro, Naju, Jeonnam
Employees: 2,166
Paid-in capital: KRW 158.9 billion
Website: www.kdn.com

Since KEPCO Knowledge, Data & Network (KEPCO KDN) was founded as the IT provider of KEPCO, 
KDN has offered total IT services, growing into a global electric power IT company. KEPCO KDN 
has been mainly engaged in the development/operation of information systems, electric power 
IT service, the development and maintenance of IT infrastructure, smart distribution system, and 
information security. KEPCO KDN is now striving to enhance PLC AMI and the smart distribution 
system to realize the smart grid.
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483,655 
GWh

Current status of electricity sales   (As of December 31st, 2015)

Amount of Electricity Sales  (Unit : Gwh) Electricity Sales Revenue

 Public Use/Service
 Household
 Manufacturing

154,228

63,794

265,633

 Public Use/Service
 Household
 Manufacturing

KRW53trillion 
and

963.7billion

KRW 18 trillion and 
619.9 billion

KRW 7 trillion and 
870.5 billion

KRW 27 trillion and 
473.3 billion

Facility capacity rate by company  (Unit : %)

28
KHNP

10
KOSEP

10
WP

9
EWP

9
KOSPO

9
KOMIPO

25
Others

Current status of feneration facilities (As of December 31st, 2015)

Facility Capacity  (Unit : %)

33
28

22 4
6

7

97,649 
MW

Amount of Generated Power  (Unit : %)

39

31
6 4

19

1

517,771 
GWh

 Water Power
 Oil
 Renewable Energy, etc.
 LNG
 Coal
 Nuclear Power

 Water Power
 Oil
 Renewable Energy, etc.
 LNG
 Coal
 Nuclear Power
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Independent Assurance Statement for ‘KEPCO Sustainable Management Report 2016’

Dear KEPCO Stakeholders
This is an assurance statement by the Korea Productivity Center (the 
‘Assurer’) who was commissioned by Korea Electric Power Corporation 
(KEPCO) to provide an independent assurance of the KEPCO Sustainability 
Report 2016 (the ‘Report’).

Responsibility and Integrity 
KEPCO is responsible for the reliability and accuracy of all information and 
opinions presented in this ‘Report’. The Assurer holds the responsibility 
that lies solely in providing third party verification of the content in the 
‘Report’. As an independent assurance agency, the Assurer was neither 
involved in the process of preparing this ‘Report’ nor in any conflicts of 
interest that may undermine our independence.

Assurance Standards
As per AA1000AS (2008), the Assurer performed the verification of the 
Report by adapting moderate level verification type 1. Conformities 
of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness to the AA1000APS 
Accountability Principle (2008) are also verified as well as compliance of 
the contents in the Report with GRI G4 Guidelines. 

Limitations
Based on the aforementioned assurance standards, the Assurer performed 
the verification of the organization’s sustainability performance and 
credibility during 2015. As for some environmental data such as 
greenhouse gas emissions and the amount of water usage, we deliberated 
on materials which were submitted to the government. As for economic 
data such as financial data, financial statements, which was audited by 
auditing institutions, the data on ALIO were checked. In terms of social 
data, we checked the moderate level of the verification by using Type 1 
and sampling. Site inspection was performed at the head office in Naju. 
Therefore, the Assurer clearly states that any additional verification 
conducted in the future may issue varied results.

Assurance Methodology
The assurance was undertaken by following the methodology specified 

below. 
1.  Verified compliance with the requirements for the Core Options in the 

GRI G4 Guidelines. 
2.  Verified consistency with the principles dictating the content and 

quality of sustainability reports based on the GRI G4 Guidelines. 
3. Verified the appropriateness of identifying key issues and the 

responsiveness to the content presented in the Report by the material 
analysis methodology, media research, and benchmarking. 

4. On-site verification at the head office and plant has been conducted 
to confirm evidence for key data and information as well as internal 
processes.

Finding and Conclusion 
The Assurer confirmed that the Report fairly and accurately presents 
the sustainability management efforts and performance of KEPCO. It is 
also verified that the Report complies with the requirements for the Core 
Options in the GRI G4 Guidelines. 

In terms of General Standard Disclosures, the Report is found to comply 
with the requirements for Core Options. For Specific Standard Disclosures, 
Disclosure on Management Approach (DMA) and indicators for material 
issues drawn by the below report item decision process are reviewed.

Contents Material Aspect DMA & Indicators

Ethical Management Anti-corruption DMA, SO3, SO4, SO5

Respecting Customers Availability & Reliability DMA, EU6

Demand-Side Management EU7

Adding Technology Research & Development DMA, EU8

Preserving the Environment Energy DMA, EN3, EN6

Emissions DMA, EN15, EN16, EN17, EN18, EN21

Joining Humanity Anti-competitive Behavior DMA, SO7

Local Communities DMA, SO1, EU19

Caring People Occupational Health and Safety DMA, LA5, LA6, LA7

Training and Education DMA, LA9, LA10, LA11

Performance Data Economic Performance EC1, EC2, EC3

Procurement Practices EC9
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Inclusivity: Engagement of Stakeholders
The principle of inclusivity articulates that an organization should include 
its stakeholders in developing and achieving an accountable and strategic 
response plan for sustainability. To comply with the inclusivity principle, 
KEPCO defines its major stakeholders such as the public, customers, 
shareholders and investors, local communities, the government and 
relevant institutions, domestic partners, overseas partners, executives and 
employees and the labor union. As the company introduces communication 
methods with each group and its efforts to deal with issues, it was identified 
that KEPCO vigorously collects stakeholders’ opinions through active 
communication. In particular, it is analyzed that the company’s efforts 
to disclose the communication performance with the stakeholders in 
quantitative form including VOC operating performance and information 
disclosure performance are remarkable. 

Materiality: Selecting and Reporting Major Issues 
The principle of materiality articulates that an organization should focus on 
issues that are relevant and material to both the organization and its major 
stakeholders. KEPCO organizes not only its sustainable management issues 
but other issues based on the results of internal and external environmental 
analyses and the stakeholders’ research. It was verified that the company 
selected ten core issues by conducting the materiality test process based 
on the stakeholders’ influence and business significance. Finally, it was 
confirmed that the core issues were reported in line with five value-oriented 
messages, and the management principles (DMA) were applied by reflecting 
the background for selection, major performances and future plans.   

Responsiveness: Responding to Issues by the Organization 
The principle of responsiveness articulates that an organization should be 
responsive to issues that may have an impacts on stakeholders’ performance. 
KEPCO constitutes that the Report with five value-oriented messages and 
faithfully discloses its efforts to respond to the core issues by reporting 
environmental analysis, response process, strategy and performance in 
detail. Through this report, it is expected that the understanding of the 
national electric power industry could be promoted, and the responsibility 
of KEPCO as a public company and the blueprint of the future electric power 
market could be found.

Recommendations
The Assurer commends Korea Electric Power Corporation for carrying 
out a variety of efforts to improve sustainability and the resulting 
performances, and presents the following recommendations to enhance 
future sustainability reports and sustainable management.

1. Reinforce the System of Stakeholders’ Engagement : Stakeholders’ 
influence is quantitatively measured and the materiality test is conducted 
to select the core issues. It is analyzed that it is an important time for 
KEPCO to systematically manage current issues beyond simply identifying 
what the issues are for the sustainable management. To this end, it 
is recommended to comprehensively manage issues collected via 
communication channels with the stakeholders and to meet the needs by 
report responses taken in detail.

2. Establish a System for Operating Sustainable Management Performance : 
Data related to the sustainable management should be managed thoroughly 
by setting the standard and scope of collection, and management 
department. It is recommended; specifying the reporting scope such as 
the headquarters, GENCOs and electricity group companies; collecting 
data regularly by setting a process of the official data collection and 
management; and periodically checking data by responsible departments 
in accordance with the same standard for the entire report, to KEPCO for 
improving the system.

July, 2016

Hong Sun-jik
Chairman, Korea Productivity Center

The Sustainability Management Center of the Korea Productivity Center is an assurance agency officially certified by Accountability, established AA1000, the international 
standards for Stakeholder engagement and verification, and has the qualifications to perform independent assurance engagements. Our Assurance Committee is also 
comprised of competent experts who have in-depth experience in sustainability management consulting and assurance and completed the relevant professional training.

* AA1000AS (2008): Enacted by Accountability, the AA1000 Assurance Standard (2008) is a global standard for the verification and provides methods for reporting issues 
on sustainable management by assessing the operation of organization for management performance, compliance with principles, and the credibility of information on 
performance 

* AA1000APS (2008): Enacted by Accountability, the AA1000 Accountability Principles Standard (2008) is a global standard for verification and provides the principles for the 
foundation of the AA1000 standard.

Kim Dong-soo
Director of  
Sustainable Management Center

Park Tae-ho
Team Leader

Park Ju-mi
Expert Advisor

Yu Jeong-a
Researcher
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GRI G4 Index

Aspcet G4 Indicators ISO 26000 Coverage Page Notes

Strategy and 
Analysis

G4-1

Statement from the Most Senior Decision-maker of the Organization 
(such as CEO, chair or equivalent senior position) about the Relevance 
of Sustainability to the Organization and the Organization’s Strategy for 
Addressing Sustainability

4.7 /6.2 /7.4.2
● 2~3

G4-2 Description of Key Impacts, Risks, and Opportunities ● 2~3

Organizational 
Profile

G4-3 Name of the Organization

6.3.10/6.4.1-6.4.2/
6.4.3/6.4.4/6.4.5/

6.8.5/7.8

● 6

G4-4 Primary Brands, Products, and Services ● 6

G4-5 Location of the Organization’s Headquarters ● 52

G4-6
Number of Countries Where the Organization Operates, and the Names of 
Countries Where Either the Organization has Significant Operations or are 
Specifically Relevant to the Sustainability Topics Covered in the Report

● 32~33

G4-7 Nature of Ownership and Legal Form ◐ 6

G4-8 Markets Served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types 
of customers and beneficiaries) ● 32~33

G4-9 Scale of the Organization ● 6, 75~76

G4-10 Total Number of Employees ● 6, 74

EU1 Installed Capacity, Broken down by Primary Energy Source and by 
Regulatory Regime ● 75~76

EU2 Net Energy Output Broken down by Primary Energy Source and by 
Regulatory Regime ● 75~76

EU4 Length of above and Underground Transmission and Distribution Lines by 
Regulatory Regime ● 26

EU5 Allocation of CO2 Emissions Allowances or Equivalent, Broken down by 
Carbon Trading Framework ● 45

G4-11 Percentage of Total Employees Covered by Collective Bargaining Agreements ● 65

G4-12 Organization’s Supply Chain ● 6, 74

G4-13 Any Significant Changes during the Reporting Period Regarding the 
Organization’s Size, Structure, Ownership, or its Supply Chain ● 0

G4-14 Precautionary Approach or Principle Addressed by the Organization ● 16~17

G4-15
List of Externally Developed Economic, Environmental and Social Charters, 
Principles, or Other Initiatives to Which the Organization Subscribes or Which 
It Endorses

● 0, 67, 84

G4-16 Memberships of Associations (such as industry associations) and National or 
International Advocacy Organizations ● 84

Identified 
Material 
Aspects and 
Boundaries

G4-17 Entities Included in the Organization’s Consolidated Financial Statements or 
Equivalent Documents or Not Covered by the Report

5.2/7.3.2/7.3.4

● 6, 70~71

G4-18
Process for Defining the Report Content and the Aspect Boundaries and How 
the Organization Has Implemented the Reporting Principles for Defining 
Report Content

● 20

G4-19 List of All the Material Aspects Identified in the Process for Defining the 
Report Content ● 20

G4-20 Aspect Boundary within the Organization for Each Material Aspect ● 20

G4-21 Aspect Boundary outside the Organization for Each Material Aspect ● 20

G4-22 Effects of Any Restatements of Information Provided in Previous Reports, and 
the Reasons for Such Restatements ● 0 No significant 

changes

G4-23 Significant Changes from Previous Reporting Periods in the Scope and 
Aspect Boundaries ● 0
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Aspcet G4 Indicators ISO 26000 Coverage Page Notes

Stakeholder 
Engagement

G4-24 List of Stakeholder Groups Engaged by the Organization

5.3

● 18~19

G4-25 Basis for Identification and Selection of Stakeholders with Whom to Engage ● 18~19

G4-26

Organization’s Approach to Stakeholder Engagement, Including the 
Frequency of Engagement by Type and by Stakeholder Group, and an 
Indication of Whether Any of the Engagement was Undertaken Specifically as 
Part of the Report Preparation Process

● 18~19

G4-27

Key Topics and Concerns that Have Been Raised through Stakeholders 
Engagement and How the Organization Has Responded to Those Key Topics 
and Concerns, Including through its Reporting. Stakeholder Groups that 
Raised Each of the Key Topics and Concerns

● 18~19

Report Profile

G4-28 Period Such as Fiscal or Calendar year for Information

7.5.3/7.6.2

● 0

G4-29 Date of Most Recent Previous Report (if any) ● 0, 85

G4-30 Reporting Cycle (such as annual, biennial) ● 85

G4-31 Contact Point for Questions Regarding the Report or Its Contents ● 85

G4-32 ‘In Accordance’ Option the Organization Has Chosen and the GRI Content 
Index for the Chosen Option ● 80~83

G4-33

Organization’s Policy and Current Practice with Regard to Seeking External 
Assurance for the Report, Scope and Basis of Any External Assurance 
Provided, Relationship between the Organization and the Assurance 
Providers, Whether the Highest Governance Body or Senior Executives are 
Involved in Seeking Assurance for the Organization’s Sustainability Report

● 78~79

Governance

G4-34
Governance Structure of the Organization, Including the Committees of the 
Highest Governance Body, and any Committees Responsible for Decision-
making on Economic, Environmental and Social Impacts

6.2/7.4.3/7.7.5

● 12~13

G4-38 Composition of the Highest Governance Body and its Committees ● 12

G4-39 Whether the Chair of the Highest Governance Body is Also an Executive Officer ● 12

G4-40
Nomination and Selection Processes for the Highest Governance Body and 
its Committees, and the Criteria Used for Nomination and Selecting the 
Highest Governance Body Members

● 12

G4-41 Process for the highest governance body to ensure the conflicts of interest 
are avoided and managed ● 12~13

G4-42

The highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in the 
development, approval, and updating of the organization’s purpose, value or 
mission statements, strategies, policies, and goals related to the economic, 
environmental and social impacts

● 12~13

G4-44 Processes for the Evaluation of the Highest Governance Body’s Performance 
with Respect to the Governance of Economic, Environmental and Social Topics ◐ 12~13

G4-45

Highest Governance Body’s Role in the Identification and Management of 
Economic, Environmental and Social Impacts, Risks, and Opportunities 
(including the Highest Governance Body’s Role in the Implementation of the 
Due Diligence Process) and Whether the Stakeholder Consultation is Used to 
Support the Highest Governance Body’s Identification and the Management 
of Economic, Environmental and Social Impacts, Risks, and Opportunities

◐ 12~13

Ethics and 
Integrity

G4-56 Organization’s Values, Principles, Standards and Norms of Behavior Such as 
the Codes of Conduct and Codes of Ethics

4.4/6.6.3

● 10~11, 14~15

G4-57
Internal and External Mechanisms for Seeking Advice on Ethical and Lawful 
Behavior, and Matters Related to Organizational Integrity, such as Help Lines or 
Advice Lines

● 14~15

G4-58

Report the internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns about 
unethical or unlawful behavior, and matters related to organizational 
integrity, such as escalation through line management, whistleblowing 
mechanisms or hotlines

● 14~15
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GRI G4 Index

Aspcet G4 Indicators ISO 26000 Coverage Page Notes

Economic 
Performance 

EC1 Direct Economic Value Generated and Distributed. 6.8.1-6.8.2/6.8.3/6.8.7/6.8.9 ● 70~71

EC2 Financial Implications and Other Risks and Opportunities for the Organization’s 
Activities Due to Climate Change 6.5.5 ● 60, 64~68

EC3 Coverage of the Organization’s Defined Benefit Plan Obligations 6.8.7 ● 66, 71

Indirect Economic 
Impacts

EC7 Development and Impact of Infrastructure Investments and Services Supported 6.3.9/6.8.1/6.8.2/6.8.7/6.8.9 ● 55~58

EC8 Significant Indirect Economic Impacts, Including the Extent of Impacts 6.3.9/6.6.6/6.6.7/6.7.8/
6.8.1-6.8.2/6.8.5/6.8.7/6.8.9 ● 52~54

Procurement 
Practices 

G4-DMA ● 50~51

EC9 Proportion of Spending on Local Suppliers at Significant Locations of Operation 6.4.3/6.6.6/6.8.1-6.8.2/6.8.7 ● 74

Availability & 
Reliability

G4-DMA ● 22~23

EU6 Management Approach to Ensure Shore and Long-term electricity, Availability and 
Reliability

6.3.3/6.5.3/6.5.4/6.5.5/
6.5.6/6.7.8/6.8.6 ● 25~29

EU7 Demand-side Management Programs Including Residential, Commercial, 
Institutional and Industrial Programs

6.3.3/6.5.3/6.5.4/6.5.5/
6.7.5/6.7.8/6.8.6 ● 27~29

Research & 
Development EU8 Research and Development Activity and Expenditure Aimed at Providing Reliable 

Electricity and Promoting Sustainable Development 6.8.6 ● 36~39

System Efficiency EU12 Transmission and Distribution Losses as a Percentage of Total Energy ● 25

Materials EN1 Materials Used by Weight or Volume 6.5.4 ● 72

Energy 

G4-DMA ● 60~61

EN3 Energy Consumption within the Organization 6.5.4 ● 67

EN6 Reduction of Energy Consumption 6.5.4/6.5.5 ● 67

Water EN8
Total Water Withdrawal by Source Operational Sites Owned, Leased, Managed in, or 
Adjacent to, Protected Areas and Areas of High Biodiversity Value outside Protected 
Areas

6.5.6 ● 67

Boidiversity

EN11
Operational Sites in Protected Areas, Operational Sites Owned, Leased, Managed in, 
or Adjacent to, Protected Areas, including Areas of High Biodiversity Value Outside 
Protected Areas

6.5.6 ● 43, 49

EN12
Description of Significant Impacts of Activities, Products, and Services on 
Biodiversity in Protected Areas and Areas of High Biodiversity Value outside 
Protected Areas

● 43, 49

EN13 Habitats Protected or Restored ● 43, 49

EU13 Biodiversity of offset habitats compared to the biodiversity of the affected areas ● 43, 49

Emissions

G4-DMA ● 60~61

EN15 Direct Greenhouse Gas(GHG) Emissions (Scope 1) 6.5.5 ● 73

EN16 Energy Indirect Greenhouse Gas(GHG) Emissions (Scope 2) ● 73

EN17 Other Indirect Greenhouse Gas(GHG) Emissions (Scope 3) ● 73

EN18 Greenhouse Gas(GHG) Emissions Intensity ● 73

EN21 NOx, SOx, and Other Significant Air Emissions 6.5.3 ● 42

Effluents and 
Waste

EN22 Total Water Discharge by Quality and Destination ● 42

EN23 Total Weight of Waste by Type and Disposal Method 6.5.3 ● 72

Products and Services EN27 Extent of Impact Mitigation of Environmental Impacts of Products and Services 6.5.3/6.5.4/6.5.5/6.7.5 ● 43~45

Compliance EN29 Monetary Value of Significant Fines and Total Number of Non-monetary Sanctions 
for Non-compliance with Environmental Laws and Regulations ●

Transport EN30
Significant Environmental Impacts of Transporting Products and other Goods 
and Materials for the Organizations Operations, and Transporting Member of the 
Workforce

● 72

Overall EN31 Total Environmental Protection Expenditures and Investments by Type 6.5.1-6.5.2 ● 73

Employment

G4-DMA ● 60~61

EU14 Programs and Processes to Ensure the Availability of a Skilled Workforce 6.4.7 ● 63

EU16 Policies and Requirements Regarding the Health and Safety of Employees and 
Employees of Contractors and Subcontractors 6.3.3/6.3.5/6.4.6/6.6.6 ● 67

LA1 Total Number & Rates of New Employee Hires & Employee Turnover by Age Group, 
Gender & Region 6.4.1-6.4.2 ● 74

LA3 Return to Work and Retention Rates after Parental Leave, by Gender 6.4.4 ● 74

EU18 Percentage of Contractor and Subcontractor Employees that Have Undergone 
Relevant Health and Safety Training 6.3.3/6.3.5/6.4.6/6.6.6 ◐ 68
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Aspcet G4 Indicators ISO 26000 Coverage Page Notes

Occupational 
Health and Safety

G4-DMA ●

LA5
Percentage of Total Workforce Represented in Formal Joint Management-worker Health 
and Safety Committees that Help Monitor and Advise on Occupational Health and Safety 
Programs

6.4.6 ● 68

LA6 Type of Injury and Rates of Injury, Occupational Diseases, Lost Days, and Absenteeism, 
and Total Number of Work-related Fatalities, by Region and by Gender 6.4.6/6.8.8. ● 68

LA7 Workers with High Incidence or High Risk of Diseases Related to their Occupation ● 68

Training and
Education

G4-DMA ●

LA9 Average Hours of Training Per Year Per Employee by Gender, and by Employee Category 6.4.7 ● 64

LA10 Programs for Skills Management and Lifelong Learning that Support the Continued 
Employability of Employees and Assist them in Managing Career Endings 6.4.7/6.8.5. ● 64

LA11 Percentage of Employees Receiving Regular Performance and Career Development 
Reviews, by Gender and by Employee Category 6.4.7. ● 66

Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

LA12
Composition of Governance Bodies and Breakdown of Employees Per Employee 
Category According to Gender, Age Group, Minority Group Membership, and Other 
Indicators of Diversity

6.2.3/6.3.7/6.3.10/6.4.3. ● 12, 66

HR2
Total Hours of Employee Training on Human Rights Policies or Procedures Concerning 
Aspects of Human Right that are Relevant to Operations, Including the Percentage of 
Employee Trained

6.3.5 ● 66

Freedom of 
Association and 
Collective Bargaining

HR4
Operations and Suppliers Identified in which the Right to Exercise Freedom of Association 
and Collective Bargaining may be Violated or at Significant Risk, and Measures taken to 
Support These Rights

6.3.3/6.3.4/6.3.5/6.3.8
6.3.10/6.4.5/6.6.6. ● 65

Child Labor HR5 Operations and Suppliers Identified as Having Significant Risk for Incidents of Child Labor, 
and Measures Taken to Contribute to the Effective Abolition of Child Labor

6.3.3/6.3.4/6.3.5/6.3.7
6.3.10/6.6.6/6.8.4 ● 14

Forced of
Compulsory Labor HR6

Operations and Suppliers Identified as Having Significant Risk for Incidents of Forced or 
Compulsory Labor, and Measures to Contribute to the Elimination of All Forms of Forced 
or Compulsory Labor

6.3.3/6.3.4/6.3.5/6.3.10
6.6.6 ● 14

Local Communities 

G4-DMA ● 50~51

SO1 Percentage of Operations with Implemented Local communities, Engagement, Impact 
Assessments, and Development Programs

6.3.9/6.5.1-6.5.2/6.5.3
6.8 ◐ 55~58

EU19 Stakeholders Participation in Decision Making Processes Related to Energy Planning and 
Infrastructure Development 6.8/6.8.3 ● 26

Anti-corruption

G4-DMA ● 14~15

SO4 Communication and Training on Anti-corruption Policies and Procedures 6.6.1-6.6.2/6.6.3/6.6.6 ● 14~15

SO5 Confirmed Incidents of Corruption and Actions Taken 6.6.1-6.6.2/6.6.3 ● 15

Anti-competitive
Behavior

G4-DMA ● 14~15

SO7 Total Number of Legal Actions for Anti-competitive Behavior, Anti-trust, and Monopoly 
Practices and Their Outcomes 6.6.1-6.6.2/6.6.5/6.6.7 ● 14~15

SO10 Significant Actual and Potential Negative Impacts on Society in the Supply Chain and 
Actions Taken

6.3.5/6.6.1-6.6.2/6.6.6
/6.8.1-6.8.2/7.3.1 ● 14, 52~54, 

67~68

Disaster/Emergency 
Planning & Response EU21 Contingency Planning Measures, Disaster/Emergency Management Plan and Training 

Programs, and Recovery/Restoration Plans ● 16~17, 68

Customer Health 
and Safety

PR1 Percentages of Significant Product and Service Categories for Which Health and Safety 
Impacts are Assessed for Improvement 6.7.1/6.7.2/6.7.4/6.7.5/6.8.8 ◐ 68

PR4 Total Number of Incidents of Non-compliance with Regulations and Voluntary Codes 
Concerning Product and Service Information and Labeling, by type of Outcomes ● No violation

PR5 Results of Surveys Measuring Customer Satisfaction 6.7.1-6.7.2/6.7.6 ● 11

Marketing 
Communications PR7

Total Number of Incidents of Non-compliance with Regulations and Voluntary Codes 
Concerning Marketing Communications, Including Advertising, Promotion, and 
Sponsorship, by type of Outcome

● No violation

Customer Privacy PR8 Total Number of Substantiated Complaints Regarding Breaches of Customer Privacy and 
Losses of Customer Data 6.7.1-6.7.2/6.7.7 ● 24

Compliance PR9 Monetary Value of Significant fines for Non-Compliance with Laws and Regulations 
Concerning the Provision and Use of Products and Services ● No violation

Access
EU23 Programs, Including Those in Partnership with Government, to Improve or Maintain 

Access to Electricity and Customer Support Services 6.7.8/6.7.1-6.7.2/6.7.6 ● 25, 26

EU26 Percentage of Population Unserved in Licensed Distribution or Service Areas 6.7.8 ● 26

Provision of Information EU24 Practices to Address Language, Cultural, Low literacy and Disability Related Barriers to 
Accessing and Safely Using Electricity and Customer Support Services 6.3.7/6.7.8 ● 24, 26
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Current Status of Associations and International Organization Memberships
Society/Association name Pacific Date

Korean Institute of Electrical Engineers Promotion and development of academics and technology related to electrical engineering 1961

Korea Standard Association. Exchange of information on technological standards, including industrial standardization and quality 
management 1964

Korea Electric Association Promotion and development of the electric industry 1965

Korea Atomic Industrial Forum Exchange of nuclear technology at home and abroad 1975

International Construction Association Raising competitiveness by collecting and analyzing information on overseas construction 1976

Korea Management Association Innovating management and providing consulting support 1981

Korean Society for Quality Management Exchange of information among quality management organizations to improve quality management 
activities 1995

Korean Institute of Electrical and Electronic Material Engineers Academic exchange and cooperation between industry and academia related to electrical and electronic 
material engineering 1996

AESIEAP1) Cooperation among electric power companies & experts of East Asia and the Western Pacific 1998

Korea New & Renewable Energy Association Promotion of new and renewable energy industry and information sharing 2004

EEI2) Protection of the rights of U.S. electric power companies and provision of information on the electric 
power industry 2004

Korea Plant Industries Association Exchanging information to raise competitiveness in the plant industry and expand exports 2005

Korea Nuclear Society Technology development and academic exchange with regard to nuclear power 2007

AEIC3) Technological exchange among electric power companies in North America 2008

Energy & Mineral Resources Development of Korea Mutual cooperation for overseas resources development industries and consultation on measures for  
joint engagement 2008

Korean Association for Industrial Technology Security Developing policies and cooperation for the protection of industrial technology. 2009

Korea Invention Promotion Association Exchange of needs and trends of the IPR market 2009

Korea Smart Grid Association Smart grid information sharing and mutual cooperation 2009

Korea Carbon Capture and Storage Association Spread and support for providing CCS technology. 2011

Korea Nuclear Association for International Cooperation Export of the Korean standard nuclear power plant, analysis of overseas nuclear trends, mutual 
cooperation and information sharing in the nuclear industry 2011

World Nuclear Export Company Group Pursuing the non-proliferation of nuclear power and safety in nuclear facilities 2011

Future Energy Forum Review current affairs and policies in the energy sector 2013

Korea Photovoltaic Industry Association Market research, participate in proposing policies, collect information on new technology 2013

Korea Wind Energy Association Market research, participate in proposing policies, collect information 2014

International Federation of Inventors' Associations (IFIA) Establish connections and a cooperation system with the International Business Association regarding 
R&D new technology 2015

* 1) AESIEAP: Association of the Electricity Supply Industry of East Asia and the Western Pacific)
2) EEI: Edison Electric Institute
3) AEIC: Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

Awards in 2015
Awards Organization Date

Global Quality Professional, Grand Prize Korean Society for Quality Management May 2015

Best Practice of Safety & Health Win-Win Cooperation Program, Grand Prize Ministry of Employment and Labor July 2015

LACP Vision Award, Grand Prize League of American Communications Professionals July 2015

The 9th Korea Architect Awards, Public Architecture Prize Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport July 2015

2015 Korea Green Architect Competition, Grand Prize Presidential Architect Policy Committee October 2015

100 Best Companies to Work for in Korea, GPTW GWP October 2015

DJSI (Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes), Excellent Company Dow Jones October 2015

Quality Korea, 50 Year Fellow Company Prize Korean Society for Quality Management November 2015

2015 Korea Mobile Awards, Public Service, Grand Prize Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning November 2015

Korea Safety Culture, Presidential Citation Ministry of Public Safety and Security November 2015

2015 Road Name Address Merit Institution Citation Ministry of the Interior December 2015

2015 Korea Communication, SNS Grand Prize Korea Business Communicators Association December 2015
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Additional Information on the Report
All Sustainability Reports (issued from 2005), including this one and the Annual Reports, are available for download on the 
KEPCO website. Additional information about KEPCO’s management is available on the websites below. Expressions such as 
forecast and estimate are used to describe an analysis of the future as of today. Therefore, for specific risks or uncertainties, 
please refer to Form 20-F.

Category Website Address

Business Report Financial Supervisory Service’s DART (data analysis, retrieval and transfer system) / company overview dart.fss.or.kr

Form 20-F U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission www.sec.gov

Annual Report KEPCO website / Investor Relations / Financial Information www.kepco.co.kr

Social contribution KEPCO website / Sustainability www.kepco.co.kr

https://twitter.com/iamkepco https://www.facebook.com/iamkepco

https://instagram.com/iamkepco

http://blog.kepco.co.kr

https://story.kakao.com/ch/kepco

www.kepco.co.kr
Contact +82 61 345 3535
E-mail biz_strategy@kepco.co.kr
Address  #55 Jeollyeok-ro, Naju-si, Jeollanam-do, 58217, Korea (Bitgaram-dong 120) 
 Corporate Strategy Team, Corporate Planning Department

This report was printed on FSC-certified eco-friendly paper using soy-based ink.

Staff Members for the Report Publication

Supervision of Publication Research & Review Sustainable Management

Vice President of Corporate Planning 
Department 
Kim Tae-am
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Audit & Inspection Office  
Park Yeong-guk
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Lim Jun-hyun
Distribution Planning Department 
Hyun Seon-bae
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